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Using recent technologies such as Bluetooth, mobile users can share digital content (e.g., photos, videos)
with other users in proximity. However, to reduce the cognitive load on mobile users, it is important that
only appropriate content is stored and presented to them.
This dissertation examines the feasibility of having mobile users ﬁlter out irrelevant content by run-
ning trust models. A trust model is a piece of software that keeps track of which devices are trusted (for
sending quality content) and which are not. Unfortunately, existing trust models are not ﬁt for purpose.
Speciﬁcally, they lack the ability to: (1) reason about ratings other than binary ratings in a formal way;
(2) rely on the trustworthiness of stored third-party recommendations; (3) aggregate recommendations
to make accurate predictions of whom to trust; and (4) reason across categories without resorting to
ontologies that are shared by all users in the system.
We overcome these shortcomings by designing and evaluating algorithms and protocols with which
portable devices are able automatically to maintain information about the reputability of sources of
content and to learn from each other’s recommendations. More speciﬁcally, our contributions are:
1. An algorithm that formally reasons on generic (not necessarily binary) ratings using Bayes’ theo-
rem.
2. A set of security protocols with which devices store ratings in (local) tamper-evident tables and
are able to check the integrity of those tables through a gossiping protocol.
3. An algorithm that arranges recommendations in a “Web of Trust” and that makes predictions of
trustworthiness that are more accurate than existing approaches by using graph-based learning.
4. An algorithm that learns the similarity between any two categories by extracting similarities be-
tween the two categories’ ratings rather than by requiring a universal ontology. It does so auto-
matically by using Singular Value Decomposition.
We combine these algorithms and protocols and, using real-world mobility and social network data,
we evaluate the effectiveness of our proposal in allowing mobile users to select reputable sources of
content. We further examine the feasibility of implementing our proposal on current mobile phones by
examining the storage and computational overhead it entails. We conclude that our proposal is both
feasible to implement and performs better across a range of parameters than a number of current alter-
natives.6 AbstractAcknowledgements
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Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
Researchers are realizing that mobile devices may engage people in many different ways. For example,
mobile devices allow people to take photos or shoot videos and distribute them to their local communities
at very low cost. Content distribution may help to engage people in, for example, urban planning or
creative expression [RBE+06, Rhe02]. But what happens if everybody is distributing content? In that
case, to paraphrase Italo Calvino, we would live in an unending rainfall of content [Cal96].
To avoid content overload, we need new ways of ﬁltering content (of deciding which content to
accept). To this end, researchers have proposed general infrastructures with which portable devices
collaboratively ﬁlter content [CABP05, LRS+03, MMC08]. At the heart of those designs is a central-
ized reputation system that stores ratings about content producers. For locating reputable producers,
portable devices have no choice but to go through this central server. Given this problem, researchers
have conceded that, on scalability and mobility grounds, the reputation system needs to be decentral-
ized [CABP05, MMC08].
One way of decentralizing a reputation system is to have each user run a trust model on her de-
vice [QHC06a]. A trust model is a piece of software that keeps track of who provides quality content
and who does not.
What We Mean by Trust
Before designing a trust model, one needs to clarify what the word ‘trust’ means. To this end, let us start
from a commonly accepted deﬁnition [Gam98]: “ [Trust] (or, symmetrically, distrust) is a particular
level of the subjective probability with which an agent will perform a particular action, both before
[we] can monitor such action (or independently of his capacity of ever be able to monitor it) and in
a context in which it affects [our] own action”. From this deﬁnition, three properties of trust emerge:
subjectiveness, context-dependence, and dynamism. The same behavior may lead to different trust levels
in different trusting entities, hence subjectiveness qualiﬁes trust. As trust (e.g., in giving good advice)
in one context (e.g., academia) does not necessarily transfer to another context (e.g., industry), we add
context-dependence to the list of trust properties. Finally, the fact that trust increases after successful
observations, while it decays over time, exempliﬁes its dynamism. As a result, trust evolution must20 Chapter 1. Introduction
embed the notion of time.
By adapting this general deﬁnition of trust to the case of two mobile users A and B who share
digital content, one concludes that:
“A trusts B” translates into “A relies on B as a producer of quality content”.
The three basic properties of trust are still pertinent: A subjectively decides whether to rely on B, it
does so only for content in speciﬁc categories (e.g., music genres), and ages its reliance over time to, for
example, prevent B from unduly capitalizing on past good interactions/exchanges.
This generic deﬁnition of trust can then be translated into practice by considering two examples.
Example 1 - Electronic Ads in Antique Markets
Consider a typical antique market in the United Kingdom. Visitors look for items they are interested in
and have difﬁculty in ﬁnding them because a typical market is huge - thousands of visitors and hundreds
of sellers. The use of portable devices may help the visitors’ quest. On the one hand, stall holders could
use their devices to disseminate electronic ads and promote their wares, while visitors could collect those
ads to make up their minds about which stalls to visit. Then, to avoid being overloaded by ads, visitors
could accept only those ads that are of relevance to their users. They would do so by running trust models
- pieces of software that ﬁlter ads by keeping track of which sellers send relevant ads.
Example 2 - Songs of Emerging Musicians
To get some free publicity, emerging artists upload their latest tracks into publicly-available WiFi
hotspots and add the date of their next gig as a note to the track [BBM+07, Lia07]. Mobile users then
discover these songs through custom searches or through their proﬁles (users specify their likes and dis-
likes beforehand, and their devices search for them). The problem is that the amount of information that
matches a user’s query may be overwhelming. To give end-users a good pervasive experience, content
should be ranked so that, the more reputable the source that produced it, the higher up its ranking. Trust
models may be used to dynamically assess a source’s reputation - the extent to which a source produces
quality content.
Research Hypothesis
In those two examples, people share content, and that content may be of poor quality simply because its
producers are either ignorant (not knowledgable enough to make quality content available) or malicious
(motivated to disrupt content sharing communities). Trust models promise to isolate such individuals.
More speciﬁcally:
We posit that, by running trust models, mobile users increase the relevance of the content they
ﬁnd.
This implies: protecting users from maliciously created content (robustness); and delivering content
that matches users’ interests (accuracy). We will test our research hypothesis along both dimensions of1.2. Research Goals 21
robustness and accuracy.
1.2 Research Goals
To understand our research problem, consider that whenever A has to decide whether to rely on B, A
should: identify B; set its trust for B; and decide whether to rely on B. We are interested in one of
these three steps: how A sets its trust for B. We propose that A does so by reasoning both on personal
experiences and on third-party recommendations. That is, A should go through four steps: (1) reason
on personal experiences; (2) reason across categories; (3) reason on recommendations; and (4) store
recommendations.
Our research goal is to design algorithms for portable devices that carry out those four steps (see
Figure 1.1).
Figure 1.1: Our Research Goal: Four algorithms with which portable devices set up trust.
Research Goal 1: Reasoning on Personal Experiences
Design and evaluate an algorithm that reasons on personal experiences.
Whenever A receives content from B, A needs to rate content quality and accordingly update its trust.
As we will see in Chapter 2, existing algorithms are informal in the sense that they update trust using
hand-crafted formulae. Plus, if A uses those algorithms to set its trust for B, A has to input a binary
rating (good or bad); however, A may well wish to judge B on a more ﬁne-grained scale. So our
ﬁrst goal is to design an algorithm that reasons on personal experiences of direct interactions, accepts
generic ratings (not necessarily binary) of those experiences and, in contrast to most existing solutions,
is based on formal foundations. It is often preferable to use well-grounded algorithms as opposed to
hand-crafted ones because well-grounded algorithms are ready-made tools based on sound principles
(founded on strong theoretical basis) that have been peer-reviewed, widely used and tested. By contrast,
new formulae are often crafted by researchers who, being human, are error-prone beings.
Research Goal 2: Reasoning across Categories
Design and evaluate an algorithm that “ports” ratings across categories.
Say that A received “ﬁnancial news” from B and found it interesting. B now produces “economic news”.
From its past experience, can A conclude that the economic news is also of good quality? A may well
conclude so since “economics” and “ﬁnance” are (semantically) similar. In general, A needs to reason22 Chapter 1. Introduction
across categories, that is, to “convert” its trust from one category to the other. To do so, A needs to
determine to what extent categories are similar. To decide whether two categories are similar, existing
algorithms typically use an ontology (e.g., a taxonomy of content categories). However, in so doing,
they require that the same ontology is shared by all users (which is hardly the case in reality) and that
the ontology does not change over time. Our second goal is to design an algorithm that learns category
similarities directly from ratings without using an explicit ontology.
Research Goal 3: Reasoning on Recommendations
Design and evaluate an algorithm that reasons on recommendations.
After collecting recommendations, A should reason on them for making trust-informed predictions. A
robust way of doing so is to have A collect trust ratings and arrange them in a network called “Web
of Trust”. A web of trust is a network of trust relationships: we trust (link to) only a handful of other
people; these people, in turn, trust (link to) a limited number of other individuals; overall, these trust
relationships form a network (a web of trust) of individuals linked by trust relationships. Upon the “Web
of Trust”, A may run trust propagation algorithms to accurately predict trust ratings that are missing.
In Chapter 3, we will show that existing ways of propagating trust cannot be readily applied in mobile
computing because they are usually designed to work on a centrally stored Web of Trust and to run on
high-end machines. Our next goal is then to design an algorithm with which portable devices reason on
recommendations in a fully decentralized way.
Research Goal 4: Storing Recommendations
Design and evaluate a set of protocols that securely collect and store recommendations.
In addition to learning from their own experiences, devices learn from each other by storing and ex-
changing recommendations. However, devices may well be selﬁsh - they refuse to exchange recom-
mendations - or malicious - they lie and make available untruthful recommendations. Previous work
suggests that, to counter selﬁsh devices, recommendations should be replicated across devices and,
to counter malicious devices, algorithms that ﬁlter away untruthful recommendations should be de-
signed [ARH00, Cap04, LI04]. Both of those propositions may be unrealistic because: (1) replicating
recommendation introduces trafﬁc to which mobile networks may yield; and (2) ﬁltering away untruthful
recommendations requires a critical mass of recommendations, and devices often cannot carry out such
ﬁltering because they lack sufﬁcient knowledge for doing so (Chapter 4). Our second goal is thus to
design a set of protocols that collect and store recommendations and that, while doing so, they are robust
to both selﬁsh and malicious users.
1.3 Assumptions
In meeting these four goals, we assume that portable devices have already ways of:
² Discovering content or services. For example, to discover services, devices may could use: (1)
Chakraborty and Finin’s proposal [CF06] with which they cache service advertisements and for-
ward service requests in a fully decentralized (peer-to-peer) way; or (2) Sailhan and Issarny’s1.4. Contributions 23
solution with which part of the devices cooperatively act as service directories, and they do so in a
scalable way [SI05].
² Rating experiences. Devices may rate the content they receive by explicitly asking users for ratings
(e.g., in the form of thumbs up or thumbs down) or by inferring ratings from users’ behavior (e.g.,
by monitoring whether users have permanently stored or deleted content).
² Identifying other devices. To protect user anonymity, devices may use anonymous tokens (e.g.,
public keys) to identify themselves. However, if a device is malicious, it may take on multiple
tokens (identities) and pretend to be multiple, distinct users. In Chapter 6, we discuss this problem
and propose a remedy for it.
1.4 Contributions
Under those assumptions we will make ﬁve contributions. The ﬁrst four consist of designing four algo-
rithms (the four numbered blocks in Figure 1.2), and the ﬁfth is the evaluation of those algorithms as a
whole.
Figure 1.2: Our Research Contribution: Four algorithms with which portable devices establish trust.
Contribution 1: Reasoning on Personal Experiences (B-trust)
In Chapter 2, we propose an algorithm with which portable devices reason on their own personal expe-
riences. The ratings of those experiences are generic - they are not binary but are expressed on a generic
scale of n. Reasoning consists of a formal Bayesian process applied both on input of ratings and over
time. Reasoning over time is necessary to discount old experiences (the older the reputation assessments,
the lower their value).
Contribution 2: Reasoning across Categories (TRULLO)
In Chapter 2, we also propose an algorithm with which portable devices “port” their ratings (of personal
or third-party experiences) across categories without using an explicit ontology. The idea is that devices
learn from their ratings statistical properties upon which they then discover which categories are similar.
Upon learned similarity, devices are then able to infer accurate trust values in unknown categories.24 Chapter 1. Introduction
Contribution 3: Reasoning on Recommendations (LDTP)
In Chapter 3, we put forward a way with which devices set their trust for unknown devices, and they do
so from third-party recommendations. Each device organizes ratings of content producers that it knows
and trusts in a graph (called “Web of Trust”). It then uses a graph-based learning technique to form
opinions about content producers with whom it has never interacted before. This way of aggregating
recommendations allows for subjective trust. That is, it makes it possible for two individuals to have
different opinions about the trustworthiness of the same person.
Contribution 4: Storing Recommendations (MobiRate)
In Chapter 4, we propose a new set of protocols with which portable devices store and exchange recom-
mendations in the presence of selﬁsh users (who do not share their recommendations) and of malicious
users (who make untruthful recommendations available). The idea is that devices store recommendations
in (local) tamper-evident tables and check the integrity of those tables through a gossiping protocol.
Contribution 5: Evaluation of Our Algorithms
Finally, in Chapter 5, we evaluate those four contributions as a whole. Using real mobility and social
network data, we show that our proposal is robust against both malicious and selﬁsh individuals and runs
reasonably quickly on current mobile phones.1.5. Publications 25
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1.6 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 1 has introduced the research problem of how co-located mobile users share content and has
touched on why existing solutions fall short.
Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and Chapter 4 will propose four algorithms with which portable devices effec-
tively share digital content.
Chapter 5 will evaluate the robustness of our algorithms against eight attacks to which content-sharing
mobile applications are vulnerable.
Chapter 6 will summarize our work, point out its limitations, and draw a research agenda.Chapter 2
Reasoning on Personal Experiences Across
Categories
Themaingoal of trustmodels is tokeeptrackof reputable sourcesof content. Todo so, trust modelsneed
to record their experiences and produce trust assessments from them. Algorithmically, this translates
into rating experiences and feeding the ratings into a trust updating algorithm (ﬁrst block in Figure 2.1).
Then, since digital content spans different content categories, users express ratings in speciﬁc categories
and, consequently, their devices should be able to handle ratings across categories. One way of doing so
is for devices to port ratings (both of personal experiences and of recommendations) from one category
to another. That may be done by determining the extent to which the two categories are similar: similar
ratings may hold in similar categories.
Problem Statement: How a mobile user A aggregates ratings about user B to produce trust
assessments, and how it “ports” ratings across categories. By port, we mean the ability of
converting ratings of one content category into ratings of another category.
Figure 2.1: Research Goals 1 and 2: Reasoning on Personal Experiences and Across Categories.
2.1 Existing Solutions to Reasoning on Personal Experiences
The body of work on updating trust is littered with mechanisms that are often based on social (human)
considerations in that they evolve trust based on direct experiences (as is commonly the case in society),
and they integrate the classical three dimensions of context, subjectiveness, and time, which Chapter 128 Chapter 2. Reasoning on Personal Experiences Across Categories
introduced. Although foundational, most of existing approaches are ad-hoc in the sense that they update
trust with hand-crafted formulae.
A broader concept of trust in the computer science arena began with work in the early 1990s
by Marsh [Mar94]. Abdul-Rahman and Hailes ﬁrst proposed the use of recommendations for man-
aging trust [ARH97] and then introduced a comprehensive distributed trust model for online environ-
ments [ARH00], based on Marsh’s model. From direct experiences and recommendations, each entity
forms its trust and, as such, is also able to exclude untrustworthy devices. Although foundational, the
previous approach suffered from being rather too architectural in style: they lacked processes for trust
evolution, for example.
Within the SECURE project, Carbone et al. proposed a formal model for trust formation, evolution,
and propagation based on a policy language [CNS03]. They also have thrown light on a previously
unexplored aspect: the distinction between trust levels and trust conﬁdence.We regard such distinction
as fundamental and, thus, preserve it in our Bayesian formalization of trust evolution. The design of
frameworks resistant to attacks is not a common occurrence in literature. The most felicitous example
we ﬁnd in Liu and Issarny’s work [LI04]. They proposed a (reputation-based) trust framework that is
robust to both defamation and collusion attacks.
Ideally, one would prefer formal algorithms to hand-crafted ones because the former have been
peer-reviewed, widely tested and founded on strong theoretical basis. That is why Mui et al. [MMA+01]
proposed a Bayesian formalization. However, two issues remained unsolved: they considered only
binary input ratings of personal experiences and did not discount them over time. By doing so, they
made it easier to use Bayesian reasoning but they oversimpliﬁed reality by assuming that: (1) one cannot
proﬁt from expressing ratings on a generic scale (not necessarily binary); and (2) old and new ratings
are worth to the same extent. However, intuitively: (1) generic ratings are more expressive and, as
such, produce better-informed trust assessments [Cap04]; and (2) one may well prefer new ratings to
old ones [BB04]. Buchegger and Le Boudec [BB04] tackled the issue of old ratings but not that of ﬁne-
grained ratings: they proposed a Bayesian trust model with which portable devices keep track of who
cooperates and, while doing so, they age reputation information; however, they are able to accept binary
ratings only in input.
Furthermore, users expressratinginspeciﬁc contentcategories(e.g., political news, ﬁnancialnews),
and existing trust algorithms exploit this fact: they decide which categories are similar to then port
ratings across categories. To decide whether two categories are similar, those algorithms typically use an
ontology (e.g., a taxonomy of content categories). To see how, consider two recent approaches that do
so: the ﬁrst [Cap05, LI04] deﬁnes similarity between any two categories in an ontology as the distance
between the two corresponding nodes; the second approach [KR03] draws category similarity based on
a direct graph of categories (a less-constrained structure than a tree) whose weights have to be, however,
manually set by device users. The researchers who proposed the ﬁrst approach have acknowledged that
the idea that the same ontology is shared by all users is unrealistic and that it is also improbable that those
users will continue to agree on that ontology for all time (i.e., the ontology is not supposed to change2.2. Our Proposal for Reasoning on Personal Experiences: B-trust 29
over time). Those of the second approach concede that, on poor usability grounds alone, their solution
has to be automated.
What is missing: A formal way of updating trust that takes in input ratings of outcome that are
generic (not necessarily binary) and that are handled across categories without relying on an
ontology shared by all users.
2.2 Our Proposal for Reasoning on Personal Experiences: B-trust
There is a literature at the intersection of philosophy, statistics, and economics that explores the ratio-
nality of making decisions [Ber85, CH04, Sim79]. This literature has showed that the way people pro-
cess information and make subjective assessments is accurately modeled by Bayes’ theorem [GGT06].
In machine learning, this theorem has also been widely used to draw strong assessments from sparse
data [Bis06]. Since we need to draw trust assessments from sparse interactions, we introduce a new
model that is based on Bayes’ theorem - hence its name B-trust [QHC06a] (ﬁrst block in Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2: Contribution 1: Reasoning on Personal Experiences (B-trust).
2.2.1 Binary Updating
To see how B-trust works, consider that, after rating B’s content, A should update its trust for B. To do
so, A uses Bayes’ theorem. As an example of application of the theorem, consider that B has sent good
content to A, and that A has to consequently updates its probability pt of “trusting B”. It does so by
taking the old probability pt and multiplying it by Lgjt - the likelihood that good content comes from
trusted sources. If we leave out a proportionality constant at the denominator, the updating is:
pt / pt ¢ Lgjt (2.1)
More formally, the posterior probability pt is proportional to the product of the prior probability (pt) and
the likelihood (Lgjt). For example, upon receiving good content from B, A updates its probability of B
being trusted pt and of B being untrusted pu as follows.
pt / pt ¢ HighV alue
pu / pu ¢ LowV alue30 Chapter 2. Reasoning on Personal Experiences Across Categories
In words, the new probability of B being trusted/untrusted is equal to the old probability multiplied
by the likelihood of good content coming from trusted/untrusted sources: the likelihood of good content
coming from trusted sources (Lgjt) is high, while that of good content coming from untrusted sources
(Lgjt) is low.
How does A set likelihood Lgjt? Common sense would suggest that good content usually comes
from trusted sources. As such, Lgjt is high. However, A does not set likelihoods according to common
sense, but learns them while interacting. It does so by counting the number of times what type of
content comes from what type of source (e.g., counting the number of times good content comes from
trustworthy sources). Next, we will see how A does so by extending Formula 2.1 to the case of ratings
on a generic scale of n (not necessarily binary).
2.2.2 Updating on a generic scale
Content cannot alwaysbe of good quality - it could also be of bad quality. More generally, content ratings
are on a scale of n. To accommodate this, we deﬁne: pt as the probability of “rating B at level t” and
Lqjt as the likelihood that content rated as q comes from sources rated as t (where t and q are discrete
numbers in [1;n]). So, whenever A receives content of quality q from B, it updates its probability pt of
“rating B as t” by taking the old pt and multiplying it by likelihood Lqjt. The updating is:
pt / pt ¢ Lqjt (2.2)
For example, if A’s rating of B is 8 (q = 8) on a discrete scale [1 ¡ 10], A updates its proﬁle on B
(p1;p2;:::;p9;p10) as follows:
p1 / p1 ¢ L8j1
¢¢¢
p10 / p10 ¢ L8j10
That is, to update the probabilities in B’s proﬁle, A multiplies the old probabilities pi’s by the
corresponding likelihoods. A then updates its likelihoods by keeping track of which type of content
comes from which type of sources. A does so by recording oqjt (the number of times content rated as
q has come from sources rated as t). For example, whenever A rates content as 8, it updates o8jt. More
speciﬁcally, 8t 2 [1;l], A sets o8jt = o8jt + pt. By doing so, A is then able to compute its likelihoods:
Lqjt =
oqjt P
i oqji
(2.3)
However, if A is new to the system, it has not set any of its oqjt, but needs to do so to apply our
formulae. To see how A may reasonably set its initial oqjt, consider that quality content (high q) goes
hand in hand with trusted producers (high t): quality content often comes from trusted producers. That
is, small jq ¡ tj differences are more likely than big differences. That is why we consider that A sets its
oqjt as follows: 8
<
:
high oqjt; if jq ¡ tj is low
low oqjt; if jq ¡ tj is high2.3. Our Proposal for Reasoning Across Categories: TRULLO 31
More formally, A sets oqjt as being inversely proportional to jq ¡ tj:
oqjt =
init
jq ¡ tj + 1
(2.4)
For example:
oqjt =
8
> > > <
> > > :
o1j1 = init
¢¢¢
o1j10 = init
10
One needs to set init depending on what extent the initial ratings should persist: the smaller the init, the
longer the impact of initial ratings. In our evaluation, we will set init to a ﬁxed value. However, other
choices are possible - one may learn the optimal init by using, for example, reinforcement learning.
Reinforcement learning algorithms could learn by themselves in a trial-and-error fashion by iterating
through possible values of init and remembering the best ones. Reinforcement learning has been suc-
cessfully applied to problems in operations research, control and robotics [KLM96].
Also, to avoid excessive capitalization on past good behavior, one should place greater emphasis on
new experiences [BB02, LI04]. Conveniently, Bayesian reasoning does not weight old and new ratings
in the same way: new ratings impact more than old ones. That is because old ratings are all summarized
into a proﬁle, and each new rating impacts the whole proﬁle. People make subjective assessments in a
similar way - they are likely to remember new experiences more than old ones [BLDDJ99, FBT+99].
That is one of the reasons why Bayesian reasoning effectively models human reasoning [GGT06].
2.3 Our Proposal for Reasoning Across Categories: TRULLO
So far we have considered that portable devices reason on personal experiences in a ﬁxed content cate-
gory (they process ratings about producers of, say, only “economic news”). However, in reality, devices
need to reason on more than one category - they need to process ratings about producers of, say, “eco-
nomic news” and “ﬁnancial news”. That is why we now design an algorithm (called TRULLO) with
which devices learn the similarity between two categories by extracting (statistical) similarities between
the two categories’ ratings [QHC07b]. More speciﬁcally, given a matrix of ratings across categories,
we need to learn similarities between categories. The problem is that the matrix would likely contain a
mixture of signal and noise. That is why we choose to use the Singular Value Decomposition (hereafter
SVD or ‘the decomposition’). SVD has been repeatedly shown to improve similarity measures (e.g., the
similarity of time series [KP00] and of words in documents [FDD+88]) and to be robust to noisy input
(i.e., to capture the signal and remove the noise [HDWC99]).
2.3.1 Assumption
We assume that it is given a way of differentiating one category from another. Devices do not need to or-
ganize categories in a taxonomy but they simply need to distinguish categories. One simple way of doing
so is to manage a directed graph whose nodes are categories and whose edges are keywords [CCDG05].
By selecting the transitions that correspond to the keywords in the category description, one ends up in
the node that represents the category.32 Chapter 2. Reasoning on Personal Experiences Across Categories
Figure 2.3: Contribution 2: Reasoning across Categories (TRULLO).
2.3.2 Brief Description
To see how TRULLO works, consider that we have a set of ratings in certain categories (that we know
from past experiences or from recommendations) and, on those ratings, we need to initialize one un-
known rating in a new content category. TRULLO does so by using the decomposition. The decomposi-
tion expresses the known ratings as linear combination of numeric “features”. Then, those features are
combined to initialize the unknown rating. A desirable property of the decomposition is that numeric
features are not speciﬁed by users but are automatically extracted. That is why we say that TRULLO
bootstraps trust latently.
More formally, consider that A places its ratings into a matrix N: ratings of np producers of content
in nc categories. Each element Niy is A’s rating for B (the ith producer) for sending content about
“economics” (the yth category). Applying SVD on the matrix N means decomposing it into three other
matrices (see Figure 2.4):
N = O ¢ P ¢ QT:
That is, the np £ nc matrix N is decomposed into:
² a producer-by-feature matrix O [np £nf]. In Figure 2.4, O’s ﬁrst row consists of the trust ratings
decomposed across features.
² a diagonal feature-by-feature matrix P [nf £ nf]. The diagonal lists (in descending order) the
extent to which each feature impacts (matters for) trust assessment1.
² a feature-by-category matrix QT [nf £ nc]. In Figure 2.4, Q’s second column is the extent to
which each feature matters when assessing trust in category cx.
To see how TRULLO uses those matrices, let us assume, for the sake of argument, that A does
not know its rating for B in “economic news” (N’s highlighted value in Figure 2.4). A predicts this
rating by extracting features from the ratings it knows (by decomposing N into three matrices). From
the decomposition, for each feature, A learns the feature’s importance (P’s diagonal) and the feature’s
1By deﬁnition, the number of feature is nf = minfnp;ncg [FMM77]; however, in most applications np > nc and thus
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Figure 2.4: Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). TRULLO gathers known ratings in a producer-by-
category matrix N, upon which it then applies the decomposition. Based on the three resulting matrices,
it then reconstructs the rating to be initialized. The resulting matrices are: producer-by-feature matrix O
(trust for producers across features), diagonal feature matrix P (feature contribution to trust assessment),
and transposed category-by-feature matrix QT (feature relevance across categories).
relevance to “economic news” (Q’s second column). A makes its prediction by weighting its trust (O’s
ﬁrst row) by all features’ importance and relevance.
2.3.3 Bootstrapping Steps of TRULLO
Having introduced the main idea behind TRULLO, we are now ready to detail TRULLO’s algorithmic
steps. To do so, we consider that A has to bootstrap a trust rating t for B in category cx (“economic
news”). To bootstrap t, TRULLO running on A carries out the following steps:
Step 1. Determine the categories in which A has previously received content from B. For example,
those categories are cw, cy, and cz.
Step 2. Determine the producers from whom A has received content in the previously identiﬁed cate-
gories plus that to be bootstrapped (i.e., in cw, cx, cy, and cz). For example, those producers are
C, D, and E. In general, TRULLO considers np producers in nc categories (with np 6= nc). In
this example, np = nc = 4. Then, if TRULLO has limited information (i.e., either np or nc equals
1), it bootstraps t depending on the following cases:
1. np = 1 and nc = 1 (A has received no content - TRULLO has just been installed on
A). TRULLO has no information, but has at least one default recommender: its user.34 Chapter 2. Reasoning on Personal Experiences Across Categories
So TRULLO bootstraps t according to its user’s risk attitude, which existing mechanisms
(e.g., [QH05, LI04]) may elicit. We describe one such mechanism in Chapter 6 by introduc-
ing a risk-aware decision model (Section 6.3). We will also see that portable devices that run
our architecture use MobiRate (Chapter 4) and LDTP (Chapter 3) to boostrap trust through
third-parties’s recommendations.
2. np = 1 and nc > 1 (A has received content only from B and has done so in nc categories).
TRULLO has to formulate a hypothesis of “how trustworthy B is” in a new category. It does
so by setting t as the median of its known ratings for B. We choose the median instead of,
for example, the mean, because the median gives less weight to outliers [SA04].
3. np > 1 and nc = 1 (A has received content from np producers in the bootstrapping category,
butnotfromB). TRULLObootstrapstinawaysimilartohowpeopleinitializetheirtrust. In
the most-cited model of generalized trust by Hardin [Har93], initial trust is based on trusting
disposition, which, in turn, is based on accumulated experiences within a particular category.
In this vein, TRULLO bootstraps t as the median of the ratings for the producers known in
the bootstrapping category, which may be interpreted as the “typical behavior” for content
producers in that category.
In the above cases (very limited information), a simple median may appear to be a reasonable
choice. However, in the presence of more information (np > 1 and nc > 1), Section 2.4.3 on
“Simulation Results” demonstrates that the results obtained by extracting features are signiﬁcantly
more accurate than simply using the median (even for small np and nc). Next, with Figure 2.4 at
hand, we will detail how TRULLO extract those features.
Step 3. Populate a matrix Nnp£nc. In our example, this matrix contains A’s ratings for the four pro-
ducers in all categories. N is, however, incomplete - A’s trust for B in cx is the unknown value
and is missing. As SVD does not compute on incomplete matrices, we insert the row’s average to
ﬁll the gap. Given that the row’s average is an arbitrary value, we will use it only to apply SVD and
not to reconstruct the unknown rating (see step 6), as Troyanskaya et al. [HTBA01] suggested. In
Figure 2.4, TRULLO populates N and assigns the row’s average 0.71 to the rating to be initialized
(underlined).
Step 4. Apply SVD on N thus obtaining N = O ¢ P ¢ QT (as Figure 2.4 shows).
Step 5. From the three resulting matrices, extract the elements Pkk and QT
kj, 8k 2 [1;¹] and j 2
[1;nc], where: Pkk is the kth feature’s inﬂuence on trust assessment; QT
kj is the kth feature’s
relevance in the jth category; and ¹ is the number of relevant features2. In Figure 2.4, with ¹ = 3,
TRULLO extracts the elements in bold from P and QT, and also those highlighted from the latter.
Step 6. For each lth category in which A has received content from B (in our case, l 2 fw;y;zg),
regressA’strustinB (intheith producer)inthelth categoryagainsttherelevancesinthatcategory
2The number of features that the decomposition extracts from a matrix (np £ nc) is minfnp;ncg. The number of categories
A knows is (nc ¡ 1). Therefore, the number ¹ of relevant features is minfnp;nc;(nc ¡ 1)g, i.e., minfnp;(nc ¡ 1)g.2.4. Evaluation of B-trust and TRULLO 35
Figure 2.5: Ontology of Reference. The simulation models the number of categories and their relation-
ships with the above ontology. This reﬂects a typical ontology of the digital content on Amazon.
of all ¹ features: Nil = b1P11QT
1l +:::+b¹P¹¹QT
¹l. As we neither regress Nix nor consider any
feature in the bootstrapping category (QT’s column corresponding to cx), the row’s average in step
3 has little inﬂuence in the regression. That regression then results in ¹ correlation coefﬁcients
fb1;:::;b¹g. For example, in Figure 2.4, TRULLO regresses the elements in bold of N against
thoseof P andQT, and obtains the followingcorrelation coefﬁcients: f0:5886;¡0:4578;0:5734g.
Step 7. Having the correlation coefﬁcients, the elements in bold of P, and those underlined of QT,
ﬁnally compute t = Nix = b1P11QT
1x + ::: + b¹P¹¹QT
¹x. In words, A’s trust for B in category
cx equals the weighted combination of A’s rating for B across features (b1;:::;bk;:::;b¹). The
weighting factors for each kth feature are the feature’s inﬂuence on trust assessment (Pkk) and the
feature’s relevance in the xth category (QT
kx). In the example of Figure 2.4, TRULLO would set t
to 0:8037.
That concludes the description of the bootstrapping steps. We now turn to evaluating TRULLO.
2.4 Evaluation of B-trust and TRULLO
The goal of TRULLO is to initialize ratings on handheld devices and that of B-trust is to update those
ratings. To ascertain whether these two algorithms meet their own goals, our evaluation ought to answer
two questions:
² How effective are our algorithms in setting and updating ratings? To answer this question, we
setup a set of simulations (Section 2.4.1), run them (Section 2.4.2), and comment their results
(Section 2.4.3).
² What computational overhead do our algorithms impose on a mobile phone? We implement
TRULLO and B-trust in J2ME and run it on a Nokia phone (Section 2.4.4)
2.4.1 Simulation Setup
To measure the effectiveness of our algorithms, one should measure the extent to which the producers our
algorithms select actually send quality content. To do so, we refer back to antique markets (ﬁrst example
in Chapter 1) and model them by making speciﬁc choices. To ease reading, we list those choices ﬁrst,
and only then we will justify them in detail.
1. A set of content categories (see point 1 below).
2. A set of content publishers and of consumers. Publishers have categories of expertise in which36 Chapter 2. Reasoning on Personal Experiences Across Categories
Figure 2.6: Popularity of Antique Categories in eBay. The categories are ranked by the number of
antiques on sale. The resulting popularity follows a Zipf distribution.
they send quality e-ads of their products. Expertise is allocated in a way that category popularity3
is Zipf. Consumers have categories of interest for which they receive e-ads. Again, interests are
distributed in a way that category popularity4 is Zipf.
3. Consumers who select content by bootstrapping trust for publishers. They do so using TRULLO
plus two other popular techniques discussed in the literature (see point 3 below). For each of
these three ways of bootstrapping trust, we keep track of its utility - the extent to which it select
producers who send quality content.
4. Consumers who accept content and rate it depending on its quality. Quality content is made
available by publishers in their categories of expertise.
5. Consumers who update trust based on their ratings using B-trust.
A detailed account of how we have realized these ﬁve points follows. To ease reading, one may
however skip to Section 2.4.2, in which we directly put the ﬁve points to use for running simulations.
1) Ontology Deﬁnition. TRULLO does not use any ontology. However, we do need to craft one for
the purposes of simulation, that is, for modeling the characteristics of antique markets - number
of categories, and how producers and consumers distribute their interests across them. We craft an
ontology of 40 categories: 1 root, 8 children, each of which has 4 grandchildren (Figure 2.5). This
ontology mirrors Amazon’s and eBay’s ontologies for antiques: they are ﬂat in the sense that they
have few levels and most of the nodes lie at lower levels.
2) Category Allocation. The ontology deﬁnes the categories we consider. Now, we should determine
in which of those categories producers are expert (send quality content) and in which consumers
3The popularity of a category is the number of publishers who are expert in that category.
4In this case, the popularity of a category is the number of consumers who are interested in that category.2.4. Evaluation of B-trust and TRULLO 37
are interested. To do so, we again turn to eBay. By ordering the 42 antique categories in eBay
by the number of items on sale, we ﬁnd out that category popularity follows a Zipf distribution
(Figure 2.6), as one would expect from literature. Zipf-like distributions are rooted in the dynam-
ics of sending content: the more content a source sends up to a certain moment, the more likely
it is that the source will send other content in the future. This, which is a form of preferential
attachment, is known to lead to power-law distributions, as shown in economics and complex net-
works [Bar03]. Therefore, we assign categories to producers and to consumers such that category
popularity follows a Zipf distribution. While there is good reason to suppose that the distributions
of producers to categories, and interested devices to categories, are all Zipf-like (power-law with
parameter close to unity), there is no real reason to suppose that they follow the ‘strict’ Zipf
distribution (power-law with unitary parameter). However, slightly changing such a parameter
(1 § 0:2) demonstrated little effect on our simulation results; we thus report results for a unitary
parameter. We then consider that each producer is expert in one of the categories we assigned her
to and is knowledgable in the remaining categories. Then, to account for real-life unpredictability,
we allow producers to randomly change their expertise with probability p (see Section 2.4.3).
3) Bootstrapping Methods. While running our simulations, we consider that a consumer selects con-
tent (e-ads) by initializing its trust for producers using three methods. One is TRULLO, and the
other two are:
² Initial disposition bootstrapping: A device sets the initial trust to be a ﬁxed value in a range
[0;1] that reﬂects its user’s disposition to trust. For example, that value might be 0.2 if the
user is risk-averse, or 0.8 if she is risk-prone. In our simulation, such a way of initializing
trust is the worst-case scenario because setting the same initial trust (whatever that is) for all
producers is equivalent to a device randomly choosing a producer.
² Recommendation-based bootstrapping: A device initializes its trust by collecting recom-
mendations from other devices. We consider that recommenders are wholly truthful and do
not suffer from any ontology misalignment. Under such assumptions, and given that pro-
ducers do not change their expertise over time, recommendation-based bootstrapping is the
ideal case. To see why, consider that a recommendation about B is a record of how well B
has performed. Since B does not change its expertise, the recommendation is also a record
of how well B will perform. However, that assumes the absence of ontology misalignment
and of fake recommendations, which is unrealistic but will serve as a yardstick (best case
scenario) to evaluate TRULLO.
4) Rating Content. Whenever they receive content, consumers are unaware of its quality but need
to rate it. A consumer rates an ad as follows: ad0s relevance = w ¡ dist(ca;cp), where ca
is the ad’s category, cp is the producer’s category of expertise, and w is the maximum distance38 Chapter 2. Reasoning on Personal Experiences Across Categories
Figure 2.7: Average Utility for Five Ways of Bootstrapping Trust. Average Bootstrapping Utility for
TRULLO, two standard bootstrapping methods, and the median of ratings about producers and of ratings
across categories. We average all utilities across all content consumers, and each utility lies within
[0;1]. Recommendation-based bootstrapping relies on the ideal case of truthful recommenders (no fake
recommendations) among which there is no ontology misalignment.
between any two categories (in our ontology, w = 4). In words, the closer the ad’s category to
its producer’s expertise, the higher the ad’s relevance. The relevance goes from 0 (ca and cp are
farthest) to a maximum of w (ca and cp are the same). We compute the distance dist() between
two categories as the minimum number of edges between them5.
5) Updating Trust. Upon rating a producer, consumers need to update their trust ratings. They do
so by using B-trust [QHC06a]. For our simulations, we set the forgetting factor init to a unitary
value, and we study the impact of changing the number of trust levels l from 2 (binary) to 4 (scale
[1,4]).
2.4.2 Simulation Execution
We are now ready to combine these ﬁve points to perform full simulations. We do so by dividing
up the execution of the simulation into two phases: (1) content consumers build initial knowledge,
(2) upon which they then bootstrap trust.
² Build initial knowledge. Producers send content and interested consumers receive it. To
simulate this, in each round, each producer sends content in the categories we have assigned
her to. Consumers who are interested in those categories receive that content and rate it as
described above.
² Trust bootstrapping. After this initial phase, whenever consumers wish to receive content
in a given category, they choose the best producer(s) in that category. To model this, each
5Of course, other measures of distance might be deﬁned. Indeed, we have also used a more complex distance function, whereby
siblings of lower levels are considered closer than siblings at higher levels. This did not lead to statistically signiﬁcant changes in
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Figure 2.8: Average Utility of Three Bootstrapping Methods. Average utility for TRULLO and two
standard bootstrapping methods as a function of the probability p of producers randomly changing their
expertise.
consumer selects producers in the categories she is interested. More speciﬁcally, for each
category of interest cj, a consumer:
1. Bootstraps its trust for producers in cj;
2. Selects the producer with the highest initial rating;
3. Updates its utility: utility sum = utility sum + 1
w(w ¡ dist(cj;cp)). In words, the
closer cj to the producer’s expertise (cp), the higher the consumer’s utility. To obtain an
average utility within [0;1], we then normalize the sum.
2.4.3 Simulation Results
We have run a number of those simulation executions and we now discuss their results.
TRULLO compared to two standard bootstrapping methods. We compare TRULLO to both ini-
tial disposition bootstrapping and recommendation-based bootstrapping. We simulate a typical
antique market that consists of 100 content producers (sellers who make available e-ads) and of
1000 consumers (visitors). As we have seen, the simulation consists of two parts: build initial
knowledge and bootstrap trust. We run the ﬁrst part of the simulation only twice. As we will
see, after just two updates, ratings converge (i.e., their conﬁdence is maximum). That is because
producers do not change their expertise. We then run the second part and average the utilities for
each bootstrapping method across all consumers. With a conﬁdence level of 95%, TRULLO’s
utility is within a conﬁdence interval of [0:51;0:73]. Figure 2.7 shows that TRULLO’s average
utility (0.62) is much closer to (the ideal) recommendation-based bootstrapping’s (0.74) than to
(the baseline) initial disposition bootstrapping’s (0.34). Even if it relies on truthful recommen-
dations with no ontology misalignments, recommendation-based bootstrapping does not reach
the maximum average utility of 1 because some categories have no specialized producers (by
selecting specialized producers, one obtains utility equal to 1).40 Chapter 2. Reasoning on Personal Experiences Across Categories
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Figure 2.9: Average Bootstrapping Utility for TRULLO Versus its Input Size. Each utility refers to
TRULLO bootstrapping trust in a category in which kp content producers are known in kc categories.
We average across all consumers.
TRULLO compared to a simple median. One may now ask whether using a simple median instead
of TRULLO would yield similar results. To test whether this is the case, consider a consumer who
initializes its trust for producer B in cx. We distinguish two cases:
² If the consumer knows ks producers in cx, it initializes its trust as the median of the ratings
for those producers (median across producers).
² If the device knows B across kc categories, it initializes its trust as the median of its ratings
for B across those categories (median across categories).
Figure 2.7 shows that TRULLO’s average utility is much higher than the median across producers
and the median across categories. In particular, both medians perform slightly better than initial
disposition. Still, for any number of categories/producers, both medians’ utilities are less than
0.45 - well below TRULLO’s utility.
Factors affecting effectiveness. Having these preliminary results, we now study how the following
simulated factors might have affected TRULLO’s utility:
² B-trust. One would expect that how well TRULLO performs partly depends on the granular-
ity of B-trust’s input ratings. The previous results refer to a number of trust levels l equal to
4. That is, B-trust has processed ratings on a scale [1,4]. However, during those experiments,
we also measured the average utility for users who run a version of B-trust that processed:
– binary ratings only (i.e., l = 2) - the utility decreased from 0.62 to 0.54.
– ratings on a scale [1;6] (i.e., l = 6) - the utility remained unchanged (0.62).2.4. Evaluation of B-trust and TRULLO 41
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Figure 2.10: TRULLO’s Computational Overhead. TRULLO’s performance (seconds) versus TRULLO
input size, as means of 10 runs.
This tells us that, by accepting more ﬁne-grained ratings (e.g., l : 2 ! 4), B-trust is able to
signiﬁcantly increase its user’s utility.
² Conﬁdence in the ratings. If one decreases the number of rounds of the ﬁrst part of the
simulation, consumers would receive less content and, as a result, their ratings would be
updated less frequently - they would be more uncertain. We decrease the number of rounds
and ﬁnd that TRULLO’s average utility does not change. That is because producers do
not change their expertise and, as such, ratings about them converge quickly. To capture
real-life unpredictability, we now allow producers to send content whose relevance reﬂects
either their actual expertise with probability (1 ¡ p) or a randomly chosen expertise with
probability p. Figure 2.8 shows that as p increases, the average utilities for TRULLO and
recommendation-based bootstrapping decrease, as expected. However, even for high values
of p, both bootstrapping methods perform better than initial disposition. Also, their utilities
decrease linearly. The reason is that for ‘misplaced’ content (i.e., content that a producer
sends from a category other than that of her expertise), the utility decreases by a certain
amount. The amount of ‘misplaced’ content increases as p increases and hence the average
utility decreases proportionally.
² Knowledge. One would expect that the more ratings (across producers and categories) a
user knows, the higher her utility in using TRULLO. To verify that, during the simulation
execution, whenever TRULLO bootstrapped trust, we kept track of its utility and of the
corresponding number of producers and categories known, and we then averaged all utilities.
Figure 2.9 shows that TRULLO performs better than initial disposition bootstrapping even if
it only knows one producer in a single content category. As one might expect, as the number
of categories and the number of producers increase, so does TRULLO’s average utility.42 Chapter 2. Reasoning on Personal Experiences Across Categories
2.4.4 Overhead
Given that the integration of TRULLO and B-trust effectively bootstraps trust, it is now worth verifying
whether it is usable on a mobile phone. We implemented TRULLO and B-trust in J2ME and ran the
code on a Nokia 3230 mobile phone (whose features include: Symbian operating system 7.0, 32 MB
of memory, 32-bit RISC CPU). Figure 2.10 shows the code’s performance, given as the mean of 10
runs, for varying input (ks £kc) matrix sizes. We minimized background activities by shutting down all
applications other than TRULLO and B-trust. The computational overhead is very low. That is because
the input matrix only contains the ratings of a single user. For example, to bootstrap rating in a category
in which 20 producers are known in 10 categories (maximum input in the previous experiments), the
code takes just 3.2 milliseconds.
2.5 Discussion
Based on those evaluation results, we now discuss various open questions.
Correlation of how producers perform across categories. One inherent property of TRULLO is that
one can extract statistical features from ratings. Unfortunately, we do not have any dataset coming
from real mobile applications that corroborates this property. However, we do have Internet web
sites reporting user ratings across categories. Take hostels.com: it reports customer ratings of
hostels across categories, namely character, security, location, staff, fun, and cleanliness. By sam-
pling parts of these trust ratings and applying the singular value decomposition, we learned that
they do correlate across categories - for example, trust ratings about “character” and “staff” share
roughly the same statistical features. That, however, does not guarantee that this would be the
case in mobile applications. For this reason, our simulation setup has made no explicit assumption
on whether trust correlates across categories, and it has shown how some simulated factors have
affected the results. More speciﬁcally, we have showed that if content producers randomly change
their expertise, TRULLO still outperforms existing ways of bootstrapping trust.
Choosing the right bootstrapping method. The choice of the right bootstrapping method is
application-dependent. More concretely, consider the following aspects that are usually critical
in mobile computing:
² Device computational cost. If the computational cost must approach zero and bootstrapping
accuracy does not matter, then initial disposition bootstrapping may be a fair choice. Oth-
erwise, one might use TRULLO, which runs on a mobile phone at modest computational
cost.
² Device communication overhead. In a fully distributed setting, asking for recommendations
might increase data trafﬁc among devices. To avoid that, one may use TRULLO, since it is
more effective than initial disposition bootstrapping and relies solely on local information2.6. Conclusion 43
(no device communication required) or may use MobiRate, which robustly collects recom-
mendations with little communication overhead (Chapter 4).
² Threats. Modeling hostile environments is an important research question, on which we
will focus in Chapter 5 but on which now we ponder brieﬂy. Consider environments that
may be deemed hostile because of ontology misalignments among users, or of presence
of fake recommendations, or of users behaving very differently across categories. In the
presence of the ﬁrst two problems (which are indeed very likely), recommendation-based
bootstrapping may suffer as it relies on third party information that, in this case, would be
made unreliable (because of ontology misalignments and fake recommendations). In such
a situation, one may run MobiRate to counter fake recommendations or run TRULLO as
it relies only on local information. However, if producers perform very differently across
logically close/related categories, then TRULLO may turn to be a poor choice because no
statistical property about content producers would exist. Thus, in the presence of all three
problems, one has to resort to initial disposition bootstrapping.
2.6 Conclusion
TRULLO and B-trust effectively bootstrap trust upon personal experiences as they perform close to how
exchanging recommendations would do in an ideal (though unrealistic) world, one in which recom-
menders are wholly truthful and, furthermore, share the same ontology. Plus, our J2ME implementation
does not impact the usability of a Nokia 3230 mobile phone.
To produce trust assessments, portable devices should not limit themselves to reason on ratings of
their experiences, but they may well rely on third-parties’ recommendations. The next chapter is about
how devices reason on recommendations.44 Chapter 2. Reasoning on Personal Experiences Across CategoriesChapter 3
Reasoning on Recommendations
Figure 3.1: Research Goal 3: Reasoning on Recommendations.
To set its trust for B from recommendations (third-party ratings), A may compute the median of
recommendations [SA04], or it may weight recommendations according to whether the corresponding
recommenders have been found useful in the past [Cap04, LI04]. Those ways of aggregating recom-
mendations suffer, however, from different attacks. For example, they suffer from sybil attackers who
create multiple identities and pretend to be multiple, distinct people. To see why attackers proﬁt from
creating multiple identities, consider that an attacker authenticates herself with a pseudonym, misbe-
haves, creates a new pseudonym, authenticates herself with the new pseudonym (pretending to be a new
user), and misbehaves again. As a result, the attacker misbehaves without being traceable. Resnick and
Friedman [FR01] formally laid down such a problem, presenting a game theoretical model for analyzing
the social cost of allowing users of reputation systems to freely change identities. They concluded that,
if users generate pseudonyms by themselves, all unknown users should be regarded as malicious. The
end result is that sybil attacks undermine trust relationships and, thus, cooperation.
Recently, researchers proposed one way of aggregating ratings that is robust to Sybil attacks. This
way consists of maintaining a web of trust [GKRT04, ZL04] of content producers. A web of trust is a
network of trust relationships: we trust (link to) only a handful of other people; these people, in turn, trust
(link to) a limited number of other individuals; overall, these trust relationships form a network (a web of
trust) of individuals linked by trust relationships. Upon this web of trust, individuals may form opinions46 Chapter 3. Reasoning on Recommendations
of other individuals (in technical parlance, they propagate trust in other individuals) from whom they
have never received content before. Individuals then decide whether to accept content according to these
opinions.
One may represent the statement “C trusts D” as a web-of-trust of two people and one trust relation-
ship going from C to D (Figure 3.2(a)). The relationship may also be labeled with a rating representing
the extent to which C trusts D in a given range of trust values (for example, in Figure 3.2(a), C rates
its trust for D as 2 in a discrete range f1;2;3g - for simplicity’s sake, our examples use a trust scale
f1;2;3g, but our model by no means requires this as it works on any scale). Now, consider the web of
trust in Figure 3.2(b), where we have four people A, B, C and D. Not everyone has interacted with
everyone else. For example, A and B have never interacted (no link between them). For the sake of
argument, suppose that A now wishes to interact with B and, as a consequence, it has to form an opinion
about B. A may do so by predicting its trust for B.
Problem Statement: How a mobile user A may form an opinion about another user B without
prior interaction.
3.1 Existing Solutions to Reasoning on Recommendations
To form its initial trust for B, most literature suggests that A creates a web of trust from third-party
ratings and, based on that, sets its trust (propagates its trust) for B. There is substantial literature on
how to propagate trust. That literature breaks roughly into two camps. In the ﬁrst, techniques assign
a global trust value to each user. That is, A’s trust in B corresponds to a global trust value in B. By
global, we mean a trust value that is accepted and shared by all users. In peer-to-peer networks, Eigen-
Trust[KSGM03]assignsaglobaltrustratingtoeachpeersimilartohowGoogle’sPageRank[PBMW98]
ranks web pages. Global ratings are then used by peers to exclude untrustworthy peers (which send in-
authentic ﬁles) and to select peers from whom to download ﬁles. As a consequence, the number of
inauthentic ﬁles in the network decreases. In a free software developer community, Advogato [LA98]
assigns a global trust to each community member. It does so by arranging ratings in a web of trust
and by composing ratings between members using max ﬂow from designated trusted members. The
idea of max ﬂow is that between any two nodes, the quantity of trust ﬂowing from one node to another
cannot be greater than the weakest rating somewhere on the path between the two nodes. This way of
Figure 3.2: Webs of Trust. (a) A simple web of trust representing the statement “C rates 2 its trust in
D”. (b) A web of trust of four people connected by their trust relationships.3.1. Existing Solutions to Reasoning on Recommendations 47
Figure 3.3: Predictive Accuracy. The fraction of correct predictions for naive prediction (random guess)
and direct trust propagation.
composing ratings has proved to be attack resistant - it successfully isolates unreliable members. More
recently, Ziegler and Lausen [ZL04] proposed to rank all users by spreading “activation models” (by ar-
ranging ratings in a matrix and ﬁnding the principal eigenvector), while Dell’Amico [Del06] focused on
peer-to-peer networks and proposed to rank peers by using link-analysis techniques in a fully distributed
setting.
By contrast, in the second literature camp, techniques assign a pairwise (local) trust rating to each
pair of users. That is, A assigns a personalized trust rating in B. Personalizing trust is beneﬁcial be-
cause it makes it possible for two individuals to have different opinions about the trustworthiness of the
same person (which may well happen in reality). In 2003, Golbeck et al. [GPH03] proposed different
algorithms for propagating trust in this way. For example, they proposed a variation of max ﬂow that
accounts for path length. To Domingos et al. [RAD03] and Guha et al. [GKRT04] goes the merit of pre-
senting the ﬁrst comparative studies of different trust propagation algorithms in which pairwise ratings
are computed. These algorithms have been evaluated against Epinions [epi], a large collection of binary
ratings1. By binary we mean that each rating simply expresses whether an individual trusts another in-
dividual or not. Despite being evaluated on binary ratings, these algorithms are general in the sense that
they can take discrete ratings (not necessarily binary).
Most of the work on assigning pairwise trust ratings is based on a simple, yet effective mechanism:
A ﬁnds all paths leading to B; for each path, A then concatenates the ratings along the path; A ﬁnally
aggregates all path concatenations into a single trust rating for B. Algorithmically, this is equivalent to
A arranging trust ratings into a matrix and, over a series of iterations, propagating trust by, for example,
direct propagation: if A trusts C and C trusts B, then trust propagates from A to B. The resulting matrix
values are then rounded into a single trust rating. Unfortunately, this way of propagating trust suffers
from two main limitations:
² Literature has showed direct trust propagation to be extremely effective, but it has done so only on
data sets of binary ratings. There is no published work on how direct propagation would perform
on a large data set of discrete ratings, not necessarily binary2. An individual may express whether
1In Epinions, quality assessments of products are on a scale f1;:::;5g, but user ratings are binary.
2One may point out the existence of PGP’s web of trust [Zim95]. Unfortunately, that web of trust is not suitable for what we48 Chapter 3. Reasoning on Recommendations
she trusts another individual or not, and, if she does, she may then express the extent to which
she trusts by a discrete value. For example, in Advogato [LA98], users express their trust with 3-
level ratings (ratings in f1,2,3g). Given that, one may wonder how direct trust propagation would
perform against the Advogato data set. We have evaluated direct trust propagation on Advogato
as Section 3.3 will describe. Unfortunately, as Figure 3.3 shows, the predictive accuracy (fraction
of correct predictions) is low. More precisely, considering a large sample of Advogato’s trust
ratings (55,455 ratings), direct trust propagation correctly predicts 50:76% of the ratings (as a
reference, considerthatanaiveprediction(randomguess)correctlypredicts31.1%oftheratings3).
Therefore, direct trust propagation does not predict the actual rating in roughly half of the cases.
That is because direct trust propagation assumes that trust is transitive - it maintains that if A trusts
B and B trusts C, then A should trust C. However, that is not necessarily true.
² Direct trust propagation does not scale on mobile devices. Direct trust propagation is meant for
Web applications in which centralized servers store full webs of trust upon which trust is then
propagated by multiplying vectors and matrices whose dimensions are extremely high. As a con-
sequence, it is computationally expensive and would not run on any existing portable device.
Moreover, mobile devices would only know a very small subset of the web of trust at any given
time (it is unrealistic to assume complete knowledge) because of, for example, network partition,
device (un)availability, and limited resources.
What is missing: A way of propagating trust with which (resource-constrained) mobile phones
make accurate predictions in a distributed way.
3.2 Our Proposal: LDTP
We here present a novel way of propagating trust that works in distributed settings (e.g., P2P networks)
and runs on (resource-constrained) mobile phones. We call it LDTP, which stands for “Lightweight
Distributed Trust Propagation” [QHC07a].
3.2.1 Assumptions
² We consider the web of trust to be a network in which the small world phenomenon holds (i.e.,
the distance between two people is short). We argue this is a perfectly plausible assumption given
that the web of trust is a social network, for which the small world phenomenon emerges.
² We consider that anonymous pseudonyms identify users. A pseudonym may take the form of
a public key and is anonymous in the sense that it is not linked to its user’s real identity. This
may protect user anonymity but makes the system vulnerable to Sybil attacks (whose impact is
discussed in Section 3.4).
call trust propagation (i.e., computation of single pairwise ratings). On that web of trust, it makes only sense to combine pairwise
ratings (as PGP does) - each of these ratings cannot be propagated but must be set by a user. Any research on PGP (including that
in mobile settings) solves a problem different from ours, i.e., how to make it possible to combine (not to compute) pairwise ratings.
3Its predictive accuracy is 31.1% and not 33% because ratings are not uniformly distributed across the three possible discrete
values.3.2. Our Proposal: LDTP 49
Figure 3.4: Contribution 3: Reasoning on Recommendations (LDTP).
3.2.2 Brief Description
We use a class of semi-supervised learning techniques that have been proved to be effective when applied
to various problem domains (e.g., to predict movie reviews [GZ06], to recognize digits [HPW05], to
classify text [ZGL03]).
These techniques work on a graph (for example, that of Figure 3.5(b)) in which: nodes (not links)
are either rated (e.g., xj) or unrated (e.g., xh), and those nodes are then connected to each other if they
are related (i.e., if their ratings are likely to be similar). Informally, these techniques exploit knowledge
already present in the graph (rated nodes) to construct a function that is capable of predicting unrated
nodes. To choose the most effective function (the function with the highest predictive accuracy), the
techniques impose that: on input of each rated node in the graph, the chosen function returns the node’s
actual rating (this serves to choose a function that is consistent with existing ratings); given two con-
nected nodes xi and xj, the chosen function returns f(xi) similar to f(xj) (this serves to choose a
function that assigns similar ratings to connected nodes).
Let us now imagine a graph whose nodes are trust relationships (we call this graph the ‘relationship
graph’). A node is rated if the corresponding relationship in the web of trust is known and rated (e.g., in
Figure 3.6(a), C ! B is known and rated, so that, in the relationship graph, the node that represents this
relationship will be rated). By contrast, a node is unrated if the corresponding relationship is unknown
and has to be predicted (e.g., A ! B in Figure 3.6(a)). Predicting a trust relationship thus means ﬁnding
a function that effectively rates the corresponding node. Finding such a function is exactly the problem
solved by the semi-supervised learning techniques described above.
To describe our model, we refer to our running example of how A may propagate its trust in B
given the web of trust shown in Figure 3.6(a). The following four steps are required, each of which is
described in the following sections:
1. A determines the trust relationships that our propagation scheme may ﬁnd relevant for predicting
A’s trust in B (Section 3.2.3).
2. A restricts its attention to the subset of the web of trust that it knows and that includes those
relationships (Section 3.2.4).
3. From this subset, A builds a relationship graph (Section 3.2.5).50 Chapter 3. Reasoning on Recommendations
4. A ﬁnally applies the machine learning technique to determine a function that predicts A ! B
(Section 3.2.6).
3.2.3 Determining Relevant Trust Relationships
To begin with, A determines the trust relationships that our propagation scheme may ﬁnd relevant for
predicting A’s trust in B, that is, those relationships related to A ! B. As deﬁned previously, two
relationships are related if their ratings are similar. Hence we consider related any:
² Two relationships with the same rater. For example, A ! B and A ! D are related as they have
the same rater A, and the more alike B and D perform, the more related A ! B and A ! D are.
We call this kind of relation performing relation, and denote it as relp(B;D). More formally, the
weight between the ith trust relationship “A trusts B” and the jth trust relationship “A trusts D”
is
wij = o ¢ relp(B;D); (3.1)
where o is the weight given to performing relations. How do we quantify the performing relation
between B and D? We may do so by considering that the more alike B and D perform, the closer
the ratings about them. Along these lines, we: (1) take all people who have rated both B and D.
In our example (Figure 3.6(a)), this is only C. (2) For each such person, compute the absolute
difference between her rating in B and that in D. In our example, the absolute difference between
C ! D and C ! B is 3 ¡ 2 = 1. (3) Normalize those differences in [0;1], and aggregate them.
We will shortly describe two ways of aggregating differences. For the time being, consider that, in
our example, there is only one person who has rated both B and D, thus only one difference (so
no need for any aggregation). Given that ratings are given in a discrete scale [1;3], the normalized
difference value is (3 ¡ 2)=(3 ¡ 1) = 1=2. Having the aggregated value, we may then say that
the bigger this is, the less alike B and D perform (the lower relp(B;D)). For this reason, we
deﬁne relp(B;D) = 1 ¡ v, where v is the aggregated value. In our example, we had only one
difference so we did not need any aggregation at the third step. In general, we may have more
than one person who has rated both B and D, thus more than one difference (for example, let us
assume we have two normalized differences 1=2 and 2=2). In that case, we need to aggregate those
differences. The simplest way to do so is to compute the average difference (in our example, that
is
1=2+2=2
2 = 3=4). However, whether the average is a good choice depends on the number of the
differences across which we average and their variance. The average is a good choice when there
are many differences whose variance is very low. However that is not necessarily true. Therefore,
we consider a second way of aggregating that accounts for both number of differences and their
variance: we compute the conﬁdence interval of the average (with 95% of conﬁdence) and take
the higher extreme. We will evaluate which aggregation leads to the highest predictive accuracy
in Section 3.3.1.
² Two relationships in which the same person is rated. A ! B and C ! B are an example, as they
both rate B. People may differ in the way they rate. We thus have to compute a judging relation3.2. Our Proposal: LDTP 51
(a) (b)
Figure3.5: A’sViewoftheWebofTrust. (a)A’sviewoftheweboftrust. (b)Aschematicrepresentation
of a relationship graph. On that graph, our algorithm predicts xi’s rating.
for which, the more alike two raters (A and C) have judged the same person (B), the higher their
relation. We denote this as relg(A;C). The corresponding weight between the two relationships
is
wij = s ¢ relg(A;C); (3.2)
where s is the weight given to judging relations. To compute relg(A;C), we take all people who
have been rated by both A and C; for each person, we compute the difference between A’s and
C’s ratings; ﬁnally, we aggregate all differences. Again, we aggregate by computing the average
difference and its conﬁdence interval.
3.2.4 Taking Part of the Web of Trust
To use our propagation scheme for predicting its trust for B, A needs to know part of the web of trust.
To see which part is needed, we must consider the two steps through which A predicts its trust for B. In
so doing, we will refer to Figure 3.5(a) and consider the following sets: S1, that is, the set of ratings of
A’s outgoing relationships; and S2, that is, the set of all ratings from nodes that have rated B.
Step 1. A determines the trust relationships related to A ! B. Those relationships take the form
A ! X and Y ! B (where X and Y are generic persons different from A and B). To determine
those relationships, A needs the ratings of its outgoing relationships (set S1) plus the ratings of
B’s incoming relationships (relationships in S2 going into B).
Step 2. A determines the extent to which each pair of those edges are related. More speciﬁcally:
² A determines the extent to which any pair of edges A ! X and A ! B are related. This
requires to quantify the (performing) relation between B and X — to quantify how alike B
and X perform. To do so, A needs the ratings of the relationships in S2 plus those in S1.52 Chapter 3. Reasoning on Recommendations
Figure 3.6: Web of Trust and Learning Graph. (a) A web of trust and (b) the corresponding relationship
graph for predicting A ! B’s rating.
² A determines the extent to which any pair of edges Y ! B to A ! B are related. This
requires to quantify the (judging) relation between Y and A — to quantify how alike Y and
A rate. Again, to do so, A needs the ratings of the relationships in S2 plus those in S1.
Overall, to use our propagation scheme for predicting its trust in B, A needs the ratings of the
relationships in S1 and in S2. In the next chapter, we will propose a scheme (called MobiRate) with
which A collects those relationship. In this scheme, the former relationships (in S1) are readily available,
as we can assume that A stores locally the ratings it has produced. And the latter are received from B.
In fact, those ratings have been generated by the people who have rated B; therefore, B may have all the
ratings of the relationships in S2, as it has received them from its raters. As a result, each user stores a
very small subset of the web of trust — she stores the ratings she generates plus those generated by her
raters.
3.2.5 Building the Relationship Graph
At this point, A knows which trust relationships are related to the one that has to be propagated, and
the extent to which they are so; A can then build a relationship graph. The key idea is to create a graph
whose nodes include the trust relationship to be predicted plus related relationships. Figure 3.6(b) shows
one such graph whose nodes are: A ! B (trust relationship to be predicted), A ! C, A ! D, and
C ! B (related relationships). Nodes are linked and the label on a link expresses the extent to which
the two linked nodes are related.
Moregenerally, therearentrustrelationshipsx1;:::;xn, ofwhichr arerated(x1;y1);:::;(xr;yr)
and u are unrated xr+1;:::;xr+u (an ‘unrated’ relationship is a relationship that has no rating on the
web of trust). The numerical ratings are deﬁned as being y1;:::;yr 2 fl1;:::;lpg, with l1 < ::: < lp.
Our problem is now to build a connected graph G = (V;E) with nodes V corresponding to the n trust
relationships. We do so step by step with reference to an example (Figure 3.6(b)) and to a general
representation (Figure 3.5(b)). To understand the rationale behind this construction, we must remember
our end goal of ﬁnding a predictive function f : V ! R on G capable of assigning ratings to unrated
nodes (note that f assigns a real value to a trust relationship; this value will then be mapped to the
nearest discrete rating in fl1;:::;lpg). In particular, let xi be the trust relationship we wish to predict3.2. Our Proposal: LDTP 53
Figure 3.7: A Relationship Graph and Corresponding Matrices. In the relationship graph, there are two
rated nodes x1 : A ! D and x2 : C ! B; and two unrated nodes x3 : A ! C and x4 : A ! B. The
prediction algorithm populates the rating matrix y, the diagonal dongle matrix H, and the weight matrix
¹ W. Then, it computes the predictive function f.
(e.g., A ! B in Figure 3.6(b)) among the unrated ones.
² The node xi is connected to its k most related nodes that are rated. We call these nodes xi’s rated
neighbors. Connecting xi to those nodes serves to impose that the function f rates xi and its rated
neighbors with similar ratings. Let xj denote one of xi’s rated neighbors. The weight of the edge
between xi and xj is v ¢ wij. The coefﬁcient v is the weighting factor for rated neighbors, and
wij is determined as per formula (3.1) or (3.2) (depending on whether the relation between xi and
xj is a performing or a judging relation). For example, in Figure 3.6(b), A ! B is connected to
A ! D and to C ! B and the corresponding weights are 0.5 and 1, respectively.
² The node xi is also connected to the k0 most related nodes that are unrated (e.g., in Figure 3.6(b),
A ! B is connected to A ! C). We call these nodes xi’s unrated neighbors. Connecting xi to
those nodes serves to impose that the function f rates xi and its unrated neighbors with similar
ratings. Let xh denote one of those unrated nodes. The weight of the edge between xh and xi is
z ¢ whi. The coefﬁcient z is the weighting factor for unrated neighbors, and whi is determined as
per formula (3.1) or (3.2).
² Each rated node xj is connected to an “observed node” (dark circles in both reference ﬁgures)
whose value is the rating yj. The observed node is a ‘dongle’ because it connects only xj. The
edge weight is a large number M. Setting M to a large number serves to pull f(xj) towards the
true rating yj (in particular, if M ! 1 then f(xj) = yj). That corresponds to the ﬁrst condition
for choosing an effective function f (Section 3.2.2): making the function consistent with existing
ratings.
The coefﬁcients in a relationship graph are thus M, v, z, k, and k0. M is set to an arbitrary large
number (106). The remaining coefﬁcients will be set by cross validation (Section 3.3.1).54 Chapter 3. Reasoning on Recommendations
3.2.6 Finding a Predictive Function on the Graph
Having the relationship graph, A now has to ﬁnd a function that predicts all unrated nodes in that graph,
including that of interest (e.g., A ! B).
Let us formalize the problem and the construction of its solution. We have a graph G of n nodes
xi;i 2 [1;n], r of which have ratings yi, and the remaining u (xr+1;:::;xr+u) are unrated. The set R
contains the indices of the rated nodes and U those of unrated nodes. Our problem is to seek a function f
that rates each of the unrated nodes (the nodes whose indices are in U). Section 3.2.2 mentioned that to
choose a function that rates effectively, one has to impose that: on input of each rated node in the graph,
the chosen function returns the node’s actual rating (that has been done in the previous Section 3.2.5
by setting the coefﬁcient M to a large number); on input of either of two connected nodes, the chosen
function’s outputs are similar.
The latter condition is equivalent to saying that (refer to Figure 3.5(b)): for any pair of related
nodes xi and xj, the difference of their ratings f(xi) and f(xj) should be minimum. In other words,
(f(xi) ¡ f(xj))2 should be minimum. This expression represents the rating difference over one edge.
One may compute the difference over the graph by summing the rating differences of all edges. We
denote this difference as L(f). Such a difference depends on the chosen function f. Our problem is to
ﬁnd the function f for which the difference over the graph is minimum. We do so in Appendix B and
ﬁnd that such a function is f =
³
H +F
´¡1
Hy. Let us now introduce the notation and the three steps of
the algorithm for computing f (refer to Figure 3.7):
1. Populate 3 matrices:
² The rating matrix y = (y1;:::;yr;0;:::;0)>. This is an n £ 1 matrix whose ﬁrst r rows
contain the ratings of the rated nodes, and any remaining row contains zero. For example,
Figure 3.7 shows a relationship graph and the corresponding rating matrix.
² The diagonal dongle weight matrix H. The elements that correspond to rated nodes contain
M (otherwise 0):
Hii =
8
<
:
M; i 2 R
0; i 2 U
In Figure 3.7, the ﬁrst two nodes are rated.
² The n £ n weight matrix ¹ W:
¹ Wij =
8
> > > <
> > > :
v ¢ wij; j 2 RN(i)
z ¢ wij; j 2 UN(i)
0; otherwise
RN(i): set of indices of i’s rated neighbors;
UN(i): set of indices of i’s unrated neighbors.
2. Compute: the symmetrized version of ¹ W: W = max( ¹ W; ¹ W>); the diagonal degree matrix Iii =
Pn
j=1 Wij (we consider a node’s degree to be the sum of its edge weights); and the combinatorial
Laplacian matrix F = I ¡ W.3.3. Evaluation of LDTP 55
Factor Description Tuning Range
fr = k
jRj Fraction of rated nodes used as neighbors. f0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 g
fu = k
0
jUj Fraction of unrated nodes used as neighbors. f0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3g
¯ = z
v Relative weight between rated and unrated nodes. f10¡3;10¡2;10¡1;1;10g
° = s
o Relative weight between judging and performing relations. f10¡3;10¡2;10¡1;1;10g
® How to compute rel(A;B), i.e., the extent to which A and B
perform or judge alike.
Two ways: average differ-
ence or conﬁdence interval
Table 3.1: Parameters of Our Prediction Algorithm. To ﬁnd the optimal values, we tune the parameters
in the reported ranges.
3. Finally, compute f =
³
H + F
´¡1
Hy. This has the form f = (f(x1);:::;f(xn))>, and its last u
elements are the predicted ratings for the nodes in U. Appendix B shows that the so computed f
minimizes the rating difference over the relationship graph. For example, in the relationship graph
of Figure 3.7, A ! B’s rating is predicted to be f4 = 2:7.
That concludes the description of our model. In the next section, we turn to evaluating it.
3.3 Evaluation of LDTP
The goal of our algorithm is to predict trust ratings on portable devices. To ascertain the effectiveness of
our algorithm at meeting this goal, our evaluation ought to answer three questions:
(1) (Predictive Accuracy) How accurate is our algorithm in predicting trust ratings?
(2) (Prediction Robustness) What is the impact of uncooperative users upon the algorithm’s accuracy?
(3) (Overhead) What time, storage, and communication overheads does our algorithm impose on a mo-
bile phone?
To see whether our algorithm effectively predicts trust and whether it is usable on portable devices,
we need a large-scale deployment. In this way we can separate statistically signiﬁcant answers from the
plausible insights gained by a small-scale deployment. Moreover, a deployment needs to be evaluated in
the long-term to see whether our algorithm is robust against, for example, uncooperative users.
Unfortunately, we do not have a long-term evaluation of a large-scale mobile computing deploy-
ment. We do, however, have a large rating data set from the Advogato community that represents more
than a decade’s history4. Using this data set (described next), we evaluate whether our algorithm is ef-
fective in predicting real trust ratings (Section 3.3.1). Then, to evaluate how robust our algorithm is, we
emulate how users may rationally turn to be uncooperative (Section 3.3.2). Finally, we implement our
algorithm to assess whether it is usable on a mobile phone (Section 3.3.3).
4Since webs of trust tend to contain private information, only a limited number are publicly available, and those few are quite
small (they do not allow for thorough evaluation). The only exception is the Advogato data set.56 Chapter 3. Reasoning on Recommendations
Figure 3.8: Predictive Accuracy of Four Algorithms.
To begin with, let us describe the Advogato data set. Advogato is a community discussion board
for free software developers. Using the Advogato’s trust metric [LA98], each user has a single (global)
trust value computed by composing other users ratings. There are three possible ratings: apprentice,
journeyer, and master. Global trust is used to control access to the discussion board: ‘apprentices’ can
only post comments, whereas ‘journeyers’ and ‘masters’ are able to post both stories and comments.
From this community, we have extracted 55,455 trust relationships.
3.3.1 Predictive Accuracy
We evaluate the predictive accuracy of our algorithm by using leave-one-out cross validation.
Validation Execution. The cross validation unfolds as follows. We take Advogato’s web of trust. We
mask one trust relationship and then predict the relationship’s rating in four different ways. We repeat
this on all relationships. In doing this, we measure the predictive accuracy, i.e., the fraction of correct
predictions.
The four ways of predicting the rating of a masked relationship A ! B that we have compared are:
naive prediction(random guess); median of ratings about B; direct trust propagation; and our algorithm.
Since we cannot assume complete knowledge in mobile settings, we consider that our algorithm does not
know the whole web of trust, but predicts A ! B on input of only the ratings known by A (as described
in Section 3.2.4). Instead, we allow distributed trust propagation to know all paths (and corresponding
ratings) between A and B because it is the only way it can be carried out.
Our propagation algorithm has ﬁve parameters. We tune each parameter in the range shown in
Table 3.1. This leads to 1250 possible combinations. For each combination, we compute the predictive
accuracy.
Validation Results. For our algorithm, we ﬁrst computed the optimal parameters (parameters for which
the accuracy is highest) as described above: they turn out to be ° = 1, ® =“conﬁdence interval”,
fr = 0:1, fu = 0:2, ¯ = 0:1, and k = k0 = 20 (a relationship graph should contain at most 20 edges).
Weexpectthatthesevalueswillapplyinotherdomains; thatisbecausethey, informallyspeaking, specify3.3. Evaluation of LDTP 57
Figure 3.9: Fraction of unknown predictions as a function of uncooperative users (users who are not
willing to make their ratings available).
reasonable and intuitive choices. More speciﬁcally, they indicate that to predict the rating of a trust
relationship, the learning algorithm has: to consider relevant those relationships that include people who
perform or rate alike (° = 1); to estimate relevance by aggregating ratings using the conﬁdence interval
of their average (® =“conﬁdence interval”); to consider a small fraction of those relevant relationships
(fr = 0:1, fu = 0:2); to weight the actual ratings more than the ratings it predicts during the learning
process (¯ = 0:1).
This preliminary analysis allows us to move on to answer the key question: how would the predic-
tive accuracy of our algorithm compare to that of any of the algorithms previously mentioned. Figure 3.8
shows that direct trust propagation performs better than naive prediction, but is comparable to a median
of ratings. It also shows that our algorithm’s accuracy is as high as 82.9% (with a conﬁdence level of
95%, our algorithm’s accuracy is within a conﬁdence interval of [78:5%;87:3%].). In all cases in which
our algorithm failed to predict (17.1%), the actual rating and the predicted rating differed by one only
(on a scale [1;3]).
3.3.2 Prediction Robustness
Uncooperative Users. All trust propagation techniques rely on knowing ratings. In mobile computing,
this translates into users making available their ratings. For privacy reasons, some users may well decide
not to do so. That is why we now evaluate how our algorithm would cope if different fractions of users
did not disclose their ratings. Again, we measure predictive accuracy by cross validation: we mask one
trust relationship and then predict its rating upon the limited knowledge of the nodes subject of the trust
relationship; we do so for all relationships that link any pair of cooperative users (users willing to make
their ratings available). That is because we consider that users willing to be subject to prediction are also
willing to cooperate.
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of unknown predictions) as a function of the fraction of uncooperative users. If at most 60% of the users
are not willing to make their ratings available, the remaining users can still propagate their trust, and
they do so with a high predictive accuracy (82:9%). However, as Figure 3.9 shows, if the number of
uncooperative users reaches a critical point (if it is higher than 60%), the remaining users are abruptly
unable to form a relationship graph. In other words, if at least 40% of the users make their ratings
available, those users can still effectively propagate trust. For one possible explanation of this result,
consider that the web of trust is a social network and that social networks are robust because they are
scale-free. Albert et al. [AJB00] studied the fraction of nodes that must be removed at random from a
scale-free network to break it into pieces: they “removed as many as 80% of all nodes and the remaining
20% still hung together, forming a highly interlinked cluster” [Bar03]. In short, our scheme does not
work if more than 60% of the nodes are removed. The reason is that, to propagate trust from A to B,
our scheme does not simply need a connecting path between A and B (which may likely exist even if
80% of the nodes are removed), but needs the set of links that are necessary for propagating trust (as per
Section 3.2.4). And those links likely disappear after removing more than 60% of the nodes.
Sybil Users. Given that users’ identiﬁers correspond to anonymous identiﬁers, one may rightly point
out that user-identiﬁer bindings need to be certiﬁed to avoid sybil attacks [Dou02], in which a malicious
user takes on multiple identities and pretends to be multiple, distinct users. In mobile computing, user-
identiﬁer bindings cannot be certiﬁed by a central authority. However, those bindings may be statistically
guaranteed by mechanisms similar to SybilGuard [YKGF06]. If those mechanisms prove ineffective,
one might be interested in knowing whether our model is robust against sybil attacks. We evaluate the
predictive accuracy of our algorithm as follows: we mask one trust relationship A ! B; we create n
sybil identities who highly rate B; we then predict A ! B’s rating. We do so for all trust relationships.
Regardless of n, the prediction accuracy remains unchanged (82:9%). The reason for this result is that
sybil users are not connected in the same way as real users are and, as a consequence, their ratings do
not inﬂuence trust propagation.
3.3.3 Overhead
Communication and Storage Overhead. Both communication overhead and storage overhead are
minimal. As described in Section 3.2.4, any device stores the ratings of its outgoing relationships plus
those of its incoming neighbors in a table. Each tuple of this table corresponds to a trust relationship,
i.e., to two identiﬁers (of the connected persons) and one rating. Hence, say that the size of a tuple is
roughly 10B. Even with 50 incoming and 50 outgoing edges (which is pessimistically high), the table
size is 30KB. Also, for a single trust propagation, the data to be sent is less than 30KB.
Computational Overhead. We ran a J2ME implementation of our algorithm on a Nokia 3230 mobile
phone whose features include: Symbian operating system 7.0, 32 MB of memory, 32-bit RISC CPU
(123 MHz). In Section 3.3.1, we evaluated that a relationship graph should contain 20 nodes at most.3.4. Discussion 59
We run our algorithm in this worst case scenario. We minimized background activities by shutting down
all applications other than our algorithm. The computational overhead, given as the mean of 10 runs, is
as low as 2.8 milliseconds.
3.4 Discussion
Based on the previous results, we now discuss some open questions.
Privacy Concerns. By exchanging their web of trust, users reveal their social ties (people with whom
they have interacted), and some users may not feel comfortable doing so for privacy concerns [LHC07].
Our design alleviates these concerns for two reasons. First, users are identiﬁed by pseudonyms. Second,
one inherent property of distributed trust propagation is that users’ ratings are not made available on
public servers, but each user discloses her ratings whenever she ﬁnds it convenient to do so. Moreover,
during our evaluation, we found that if at least 40% of the users make available their ratings, those users
can still propagate their trust without relying on any other user (Section 3.3.2).
Distrust. Previous work has shown that introducing distrust may be beneﬁcial to trust propaga-
tion [GKRT04]. Despite not explicitly modeling distrust, we may introduce it by simply adding an
additional rating level. For example, if we have 3 possible ratings, we may simply add a fourth rating
representing distrust.
Dynamic Ratings. Since ratings may change over time, we have allowed for rating tables to be updated
either reactively or proactively and the storage overhead and communication overhead of doing so are
minimal (Section 3.3.3).
3.5 Conclusion
LDTP allows mobile users to predict their trust for content producers from whom they have never re-
ceived content before. It does so by reasoning on recommendations. It scales (it entails minimal storage
and communication overhead) and is effective (its predictive accuracy on a large data set is as high as
82.9%). That accuracy remains unchanged even if most of the users were not to make available their
ratings. LDTP effectively runs on portable devices - a J2ME implementation spends at most 2.8ms for
one propagation on a Nokia phone.
LDTPmakestheassumptionthattherecommendationsonwhichitreasonsareavailableonportable
devices. How devices store recommendations and make them available is the subject of the next chapter.60 Chapter 3. Reasoning on RecommendationsChapter 4
Storing Recommendations
Consider two devices A and B, and say that, after receiving a service from B, A rates B. When deciding
whether to trust B, other devices may ﬁnd that rating useful, so the rating should be stored and made
available to other devices. A simple way of making the rating available in a fully decentralized way is to
have A send the rating to B, B acknowledge it, and both of them store the rating locally (B may do so
to prove its trustworthiness to other devices by showing credentials, and A to keep track of the nodes it
has interacted with). This approach is simple yet it yields to these threats: A may lie (it may supply fake
ratings); B may pretend to be ignorant (it may not acknowledge the rating); or B may be malicious (it
may tamper with the rating).
Problem Statement: How mobile users exchange and store ratings in a secure and distributed
way.
Figure 4.1: Research Goal 4: Collecting Recommendations.
4.1 Existing Solutions to Collecting Recommendations
Previous work [BB02, KSGM03, LA98] has focused on the ﬁrst problem (lying recommenders) and
has not thoroughly explored the problem of ignorant and malicious individuals. There has been rapid
progress in recent years in understanding how to combine user ratings in both Web and peer-to-peer
applications in the presence of malicious users.
Early work by Chris Dellarocas [Del00] explored the use of robust statistics in aggregating ratings
of website users (e.g., eBay’s sellers). Those mechanisms aimed at safeguarding the reliability of repu-62 Chapter 4. Storing Recommendations
tation websites in the presence of potentially deceitful buyers and sellers. At the same time, Raph Levin
designed a way for identifying reputable members in the Advogato free software developer commu-
nity [LA98]. His solution is to arrange members and their ratings in a network upon which to then run
the max ﬂow algorithm [CSRL01]. That is done to assign a trust value to each member. The idea of max
ﬂow is that between any two nodes (members), the quantity of trust ﬂowing from one node to another
cannot be greater than the weakest rating somewhere on the path between the two nodes. Therefore,
the less connected a member, the lower its trust value. Since malicious nodes happen to be the least
connected nodes, they receive the lowest trust value.
In peer-to-peer networks, EigenTrust [KSGM03] assigns a trust value to each peer similar to how
Google’s PageRank [PBMW98] ranks web pages. Trust values are then used by peers to exclude un-
trustworthy peers (which send inauthentic ﬁles) and to select peers from whom to download ﬁles. As a
consequence, the number of inauthentic ﬁles in the network decreases.
In short, there is now a substantial literature on how Web and peer-to-peer users aggregate rat-
ings. However, there has been little work on how ubiquitous users would do so. One may well wonder
why. Here is a possible explanation: ubiquitous devices aggregate ratings relying on limited knowl-
edge. In Web applications, ratings are aggregated by one server that knows all the ratings in the sys-
tem [Del00]. Instead, in ubiquitous computing, they are aggregated by each device that knows only
few ratings [BB02]. Being less-informed, ubiquitous devices do not necessarily have enough knowl-
edge to ﬁlter out fake ratings and, consequently, aggregate ratings far less effectively than Web applica-
tions [HRB+08]. However, one may rightly point out that ratings can be stored on the Internet, which
devices may easily access. The problem is that this solution may not scale, does not work if devices have
no Internet connection, and assumes that privacy-concerned people trust speciﬁc reputation websites.
It thus seems that a different way of storing ratings for ubiquitous devices is needed. But what sort
of method should we use?
What is missing: A distributed mechanism with which ratings are made both available (to
counter limited knowledge) and tamper-evident (to detect tampering).
4.2 Our Proposal: MobiRate
We design one such mechanism and call it MobiRate [QHC08].
4.2.1 Assumption
MobiRate works under two assumptions:
² Each device is equipped with a short-range connectivity mechanism (e.g., infrared, wire, blue-
tooth). This mechanism works only if two users are within a “secure range” of each other and are
able to conﬁdentially exchange secure passcodes. This assumption makes sense in our scenarios
of proximity-based content sharing, is in line with the literature [vHB03], and allows us to rule out
denial-of-service and man-in-the-middle-attacks. Of course, another way of ruling out those at-
tacks would be to authenticate every message that two devices exchange, but that would introduce4.2. Our Proposal: MobiRate 63
Figure 4.2: Contribution 4: Collecting Recommendations (MobiRate).
considerable overhead.
² Each device has a public/private key-pair bound to a unique identiﬁer (e.g., a public key). Unique
identiﬁers are required for avoiding malicious individuals to escape responsibility by assuming a
different identity (i.e., by launching Sybil attacks [Dou02]). Binding keys to identiﬁers is easily
done by additional infrastructures. The problem is that these infrastructures, such as admission
control and public key servers, are expensive and difﬁcult to implement in any network, let alone
in a mobile network. That is why we sketch an alternative way of binding identities in Chapter 6.
4.2.2 Brief Description
1. What it is: MobiRate allows portable devices both to store ratings locally and to make them
tamper-evident.
2. Where it works: MobiRate is applicable to various scenarios where there are many opportunities
of relatively long-lived interactions between in-range devices. An example is a local coffee shop
in which individuals (few of which are regulars) spend tens of minutes in relatively close prox-
imity of each other. Another example is a train in which passengers commute to work daily. In
those locations, individuals may be willing to share digital content (e.g., music ﬁles) within their
physical neighborhood. They may want to do so to improve their downloading experience, to re-
duce monetary costs of downloads over cellular links, or, in the long-term, to interact with their
peers using Mobile 2.0 applications in which users are not only consumers of content but also pro-
ducers [BBM+07] (so much so that they have been aptly called “prosumers” [TW06]). However,
sharing content introduces the problem of how to ﬁnd reputable sources of downloads. One way
of doing so is to rate sources, and then store and exchange those ratings using MobiRate. To ease
illustration, we will henceforth refer to an abstract situation: devices A and B come into range, B
makes available digital content, A downloads it and eventually rates the completed experience.
3. When it works: MobiRate works under the assumption that each device has a unique identiﬁer in
the form of a public key. If identiﬁers are not unique, malicious individuals can escape responsi-
bility by assuming a different identity (i.e., by launching Sybil attacks [Dou02]). In Section 4.4,
we will look at the impact of Sybil attacks.64 Chapter 4. Storing Recommendations
PB(Y ) Public-key encryption of data Y using B’s public key.
SB(Y ) Public-key encryption of data Y using B’s secret key.
H(Y ) Hash value of data Y .
XjjY Bit-string concatenation of data X and Y .
a
B
k Authenticator of B’s k
th entry signed by B(using SB).
rk k
th rating.
sk Sequence number of rk.
hk Hash chain up to rk.
tk Additional information about rk.
ek k
th entry made up of sk, rk, and tk.
Table 4.1: Symbols Used to Present MobiRate
4. How it works: A device that runs MobiRate implements four operations (which we gradually
introduce in this chapter): (1) Maintain ratings locally; (2) Commit to those ratings; (3) Gossip
those commitments; and (4) Act on the commitments it receives. By implementing those oper-
ations, MobiRate guarantees that every malicious device (that tampers with the ratings it stores)
will be detected eventually and with high probability. “Eventually” because we allow for some
delay since devices are mobile and can communicate with each other only sporadically; and “with
high probability” because MobiRate offers probabilistic guarantees. In Section 4.3, we will show
that those guarantees are high and met in brief simulation time under the assumption (which has
been found to hold in reality [CHD+07, EP06, GHB08, MMC08]) that people have few regular
encounters with the so-called familiar strangers: people who we do not know (strangers) but meet
regularly (familiar) on, say, the way to work [PG04].
4.2.3 Rating Tables
To begin with, consider that device A receives content from B and produces a rating for the completed
interaction. A then stores its rating (e.g., “A ! B : 2”) locally and sends a copy of it to B. After
receiving the rating, B stores it as well.
Both A and B should now make their rating tables tamper-evident (i.e., any deliberate altering of
them should be detectable). They do so in a way similar to how an existing technique builds tamper-
evident logs [SK98]. This technique dates back to 1998, and, until recently, has inspired successful
mechanisms for detecting faults in distributed systems [CMSK07, HKD07]. More speciﬁcally, A and B
make their entries tamper-evident by associating with each of their entries a statement (called “authen-
ticator”). Upon verifying it, any device is able to determine whether the entry is authentic - if the entry
has been tampered with, the authenticator is compromised. To see why, having the notation in Table 4.1
at hand, consider that B produces an entry ek containing the rating and appends it to its table. The entry
(highlighted in Figure 4.3):
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Figure 4.3: A’s and B’s Rating Tables. Take B’s table. In it, B appends its ratings in a way that makes
them tamper-evident. For example, the entry ek contains B’s kth rating and is made tamper-evident by
adding authenticator aB
k and hash value hk (which chains back to the previous entry). The last column
in both tables are populated after A (B) runs the commitment protocol.
tk. In short, the entry ek = (sk;rk;tk). In general, it is useful to know the type of content a rating
refers to (e.g., music ﬁle, video ﬁle) [QHC07b], and that is why we specify it in tk - a statement
signed by B that ensures that A has sent a certain type of content to B. We consider that A
accepts content from B only if A has received tk from B. Sequence numbers do not have to be
contiguous but must be increasing; a timestamp could be used. Also, sequence numbers must be
increasing, but corresponding interactions do not need to be serialized - one does not need to end
one interaction before starting the next. That is because interactions are associated with sequence
numbers only after they end.
² Includes a recursively deﬁned hash value hk = H(hk¡1jjskjjH(ek)). The hash value is recursive
in the sense that it “chains back” to the previous one (hk¡1). As we will see in this chapter, that
makes ratings tamper-evident - if any rating is altered, then the hash chain gets compromised.
² And ﬁnally includes an authenticator aB
k = SB(sk;hk) - a signed statement with which B com-
mits to having stored entry ek = (sk;rk;tk) whose hash value is hk.
In Section 4.4, we will see that this way of constructing a table makes sure that tampered ratings
are detected, that each device keeps only one table, and that ratings can change over time.
4.2.4 Making Commitments
After storing the rating, A and B must obtain veriﬁable evidence that the counterpart actually did so.
That is done by using the commitment protocol, which consists of two steps:
1st Commitment: A stores the rating in its table and sends its authenticator to B. The authenticator is
veriﬁable evidence that A stored “A ! B : 2” in its table. As we will see shortly, the authenticator
comes with additional information used for verifying it.
2nd Commitment: Similarly, B stores the rating in its table and sends its authenticator (plus additional
information) to A.
At this point, both devices possess veriﬁable evidence that the counterpart stored the rating. Let us
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² A creates an entry el = (sl;rl;tl) in its table (rl is of the form “A ! B : 2”). It then creates the
authenticator aA
l , attaches additional information to verify it (hl¡1 and el), and sends the result to
B.
1st Commitment: A ! B : faA
l ;hl¡1;elg
² B has now enough information to compute hl and, consequently, to verify aA
l . If the signature in
aA
l is not valid, B discards rl. Otherwise, B creates its own table entry (sk;rk;tk) (with rl = rk)
and returns an acknowledgment with the authenticator aB
k plus additional information to verify it
(hk¡1, and ek).
2nd Commitment: A Ã B : faB
k ;hk¡1;ekg
If the protocol ends correctly, it ensures that B cannot modify A’s rating without being detected.
But, what if the protocol fails? That is: what if there is no interaction between A and B but, nonetheless,
A makes up a rating for it? What if A refuses to take part in the protocol? What if either A or B does
not store the corresponding authenticators? We answer those questions next.
4.2.5 Gossiping Commitments
Up to now, A and B have committed to having stored the rating and have produced veriﬁable evidence
of it. This evidence takes different forms depending on how the commitment protocol ended (or failed):
² 1st Commitment does not take place (i.e., A does not send its rating): Nothing is done since we
leave recommenders free to choose whether to rate or not. However, if A does not rate B, it should
not be able to claim otherwise later. That is, A must be able to rate B only if it has received content
from B. To ensure that, we have considered that A can rate B only if it possesses a statement tk
with which B certiﬁed that it has sent content to A. To make that statement unique, B associated
a timestamp with it. Associating a timestamp is feasible since it only requires that devices in the
system are loosely synchronized, and it guarantees that A cannot make up a rating if A has not
received any content from B.
² 2nd Commitment does not take place (i.e., B does not acknowledge the rating it has received from
A): A gossips the answer it sent to B to other devices. Again, A cannot make up ratings simply
because, to release a rating, it has to receive tk from B. So, if we name one of those devices C,
then:
A’s Type 1 gossip: A ! C : faA
l ;hl¡1;elg4.2. Our Proposal: MobiRate 67
The gossip contains enough evidence for challenging B to acknowledge A’s rating and for con-
vincing any device (including C) that if B were an honest device, it would be able to answer the
challenge. We name this gossip Type 1 gossip and will see how C acts upon it in the next Section.
² Both steps run correctly: A and B gossip each other’s commitment (reply) to other devices. We
name this kind of gossips Type 2 gossips:
A’s Type 2 gossip: A ! C : faB
k ;hk¡1;ekg
B’s Type 2 gossip: B ! C : faA
l ;hl¡1;elg
To see how witnesses are selected, consider that not all devices should care to store gossips about
(to act as witnesses for) B. Were that not the case, devices would be swamped by massive storage and
communication overheads. In a content sharing scenario, the devices that store gossips about B are those
that come into contact with B and share interests with it. That is because they are the only devices that
are willing to interact with B (as they share interests with B) and are able to act upon those gossips (as
they are co-located with B). So we consider that C is a good witness for B if both:
² C has met B before. Past encounters help in predicting future ones because individuals are crea-
tures of habits. They meet the same people regularly. For example, they meet their friends and
their familiar strangers [PG04]. Familiar strangers are those people who we do not know but we
meet regularly, say, on the way to work or at local coffee shops. So, if C has met B regularly
before, it is likely that C will again do so in the future [HCY08].
² C shares at least one interest with B. That introduces the problem of how C and B would know
whether they have common interests (e.g., whether they like similar music genres). They may
do so by simply having their Bluetooth interface on: in so doing, they can advertise and match
their interests by encoding them into the undeﬁned attributes of the Bluetooth Service Discov-
ery [blu07]. Being part of the discovery mechanism, undeﬁned attributes are shared without any
additional communication cost [MMC08].
Therefore, witnesses are what we call like-minded familiar strangers - people who we do not know
(strangers) but we meet very regularly (familiar) and we share interests with (like-minded).
4.2.6 Acting on Gossips
To see what B’s witnesses should do, let us call one of them C. C acts on the gossips about B only if
it needs to interact with B, and the way it will do so depends on the gossips it stores, which are of two
types:
Type 1 gossip: B not acknowledging a rating. If C has received a gossip of Type 1, it checks whether
B deliberately failed to acknowledge the rating or was unable to do so (simply because it was
slow or moved away). So, before interacting with B, C runs the commitment protocol for the
unacknowledged rating. If B does not respond, C marks B as suspected and gossips its suspicion68 Chapter 4. Storing Recommendations
Figure 4.4: Veriﬁable Hash Chain. During the audit protocol on B’s entries (e10;:::;e14), C attempts to
form a chain with B’s answer (highlighted) and to match that chain with two authenticators aB
10 and aB
14.
If the match succeeds, one can conclude that B has not tampered with any of the ratings in its entries
(e10;:::;e14).
(again, a Type 1 gossip). By contrast, if B responds, C simply trusts B, and the gossip dies
out. The main idea is that if B is honest and has not received a certain rating yet, it accepts the
rating now and returns an acknowledgement. By contrast, if B has already received the rating
but the rater has failed to receive any acknowledgement, then B can simply re-send the earlier
acknowledgment to witness C, which will eventually send it back to the rater. In Section 4.3, we
will see that these messages entail little communication cost.
Type 2 gossip: B committing to ratings. If C has collected gossips about B and now needs to interact
with B, then, before interacting, C runs the audit protocol. This protocol checks the consistency
of B’s ratings. For example, consider that C has collected 3 authenticators - say, faB
10;aB
11;aB
14g.
In that case, C checks the signature on the authenticators with the lowest and highest sequence
numbers (on aB
10 and on aB
14) and sends them to B. By doing so, C challenges B to produce the
corresponding ratings (r10;:::;r14). If B is:
² unable to do so, then C marks B as suspected and gossips its suspicion (as a pair of Type 2
gossips).
² able to do so, then B has not tampered with any of the corresponding ratings. That is because
the hash values of those entries form a chain connecting aB
10 to aB
14. To see how, consider that
B returns the entries (e10;:::;e14) plus the preceding hash value h9. By construction, B’s
answer should form a chain against which both authenticators can be matched (see Figure 4.4
for a sketchy representation, and Theorem 2 in the Appendix for a formal explanation). If
B’s answer forms a chain, C trusts B of not having tampered with those ratings, and the
gossip dies out. By contrast, if it does not form a chain, C marks B as exposed and gossips
evidence of it (a pair of Type 2 gossips).
Let us rephrase those two steps more formally. If it runs successfully, the audit protocol consists
of a challenge and of a response:
C’s Challenge: C ! B : faB
k ;aB
mg4.3. Evaluation of MobiRate 69
C’s Response: C Ã B : fhk¡1;ek;:::;emg
By contrast, if the protocol fails, C sends a pair of Type 2 gossips to other devices (one of which
we now call D):
C’s Pair of Type 2 gossips:
C ! D :
faB
k ;hk¡1;ekg
faB
m;hm¡1;emg
To summarize, depending on the type of gossips, C runs either the commitment protocol or the
audit protocol. By doing so, C suspects B, if B does not acknowledge any message from C; exposes B,
if B has tampered with at least one of its ratings; or trusts B otherwise. We now turn to evaluating the
extent to which MobiRate is able to suspect and expose malicious devices in practice, and with which
cost.
4.3 Evaluation of MobiRate
ThegoalofMobiRateistomakeitdifﬁcultforuserstotamperwithratings. Toascertaintheeffectiveness
of MobiRate at meeting this goal, our evaluation ought to answer two questions:
² Robustness: How effectively does MobiRate protect ratings? More speciﬁcally, is MobiRate
robust against malicious individuals (Section 4.3.1)?
² Overhead: What time, storage, and communication overhead does MobiRate impose on a mobile
phone (Section 4.3.2)?
4.3.1 Robustness
Ideally, we would evaluate the robustness of MobiRate by carrying out a ﬁeld experiment. We would ﬁnd
a large number of mobile users who run applications for sharing services and have them exchange ratings
either using state-of-the art protection or MobiRate. We would also “introduce” users who maliciously
modify their ratings. As users share content on the move, we would measure the fraction of compromised
interactions (i.e., decisions to interact made by honest individuals on fake or missing ratings).
Unfortunately, we do not have a deployment of mobile content sharing applications. So we need
to set up a realistic simulation. We describe this in the section below and use empirical observations
about how individuals move, when they interact, and which interactions get compromised. Then, while
running our simulations, we evaluate the robustness of MobiRate by keeping track of the fraction of
compromised interactions (which we call f) - interactions between an honest device A and a malicious
device B in which, unbeknownst to A, B supplies forged ratings, and A decides to interact upon those70 Chapter 4. Storing Recommendations
ratings. By doing so, we assess: to what extent MobiRate reduces f (see Section “Reducing f”); and
how fast it does so (see Section “f Over Time”).
Simulation Setup
The simulation setup is based on observations about:
² How individuals move. We use the mobility traces produced by the Reality Mining project at
MIT [EP06]. That project tracked how 96 individuals moved while carrying their mobile phones
for 9 months.
² When they interact. To model when people interact (i.e., exchange digital content), we consider
that two individuals interact if they come into range and have interests in common. Our mobility
traces tell those who come into range, so we simply need to model those who have interests in
common. To do so, we model interests as categories of digital content (e.g., music genres) and
distribute those categories across individuals. We could do so by simply assigning categories at
random. However, that does not reﬂect reality on two counts. The ﬁrst is that some categories
are more popular than others. More speciﬁcally, category popularity often follows a Zipf distri-
bution [Bar03]. The second count is that one may well befriend similar people since homophily
(i.e., love of “similar others”) has been found to play a starring role in human society [KW06].
Therefore, to assign categories, we need to account for those two aspects. We are in the posi-
tion to do so because the Reality Mining project not only tracked how individuals moved but also
recorded their social network (“who knows whom”). We have exploited this added knowledge to
realistically distribute interests so that:
– Friends share more categories than do unknown individuals. We obtain that by following
links in the social network, selecting one node at the time (step 1), and assigning categories
to that node (step 2). In so doing, we bias the way we assign categories over time - one friend
after the other. We have quantitatively measured to what extent friends’ categories overlap
by computing the Jaccard similarity for each pair of friends (Jaccard similarity is a statistic
used for comparing the similarity of two sets [TSK05]). Compared to random, the realistic
way of distributing interests shows an average Jaccard similarity 3.2 times higher.
– Category popularity follows a Zipf distribution. We do so by preferentially assigning popular
categories in step 2. More formally, the probability of assigning a category is proportional
to that category popularity. That is, given the choice between two categories, one with twice
as many people assigned as the other, it is twice as likely that we assign the more popular
category.
To sum up, any two individuals interact if they share content categories. We assign c categories
(out of a possible t) to each individual. We do so in two ways: random and realistic. By changing4.3. Evaluation of MobiRate 71
Figure 4.5: Fraction of Compromised Interactions f Versus the Percentage of Malicious Individuals m.
c and t, the results (fraction f of compromised interactions) differ little. So we will report below
only the results for c = 2 and t = 10 and will study which factors (other than c and t) impact those
results.
² Which interactions get compromised. Finally, to determine which interactions get compromised,
we need to determine which individuals are malicious and consider that, whenever one interacts
with any of those individuals, the completed interaction gets compromised. There are clearly
many possibilities of how to select malicious individuals and we consider two extremes. We pick
malicious individuals either uniformly at random or by preferentially selecting among those least-
social (with the least number of friends). Again, we will refer to those two ways of choosing
malicious individuals as random and realistic, respectively.
To compare MobiRate to other approaches, we consider that simulated devices exchange recommenda-
tions either in traditional ways or using MobiRate. When devices exchange recommendations in tradi-
tional ways, we further consider two extremes: devices either do not ﬁlter recommendations or perfectly
ﬁlter them (they are oracles who know which recommendations are fake and ﬁlter them out). In short,
we consider that devices use either “No Filtering”, “Oracle Filtering”, or “MobiRate”. Using “Oracle
Filtering”, a device can still interact with malicious nodes about which it lacks direct experiences or
recommendations.
Reducing f
One would expect that how well MobiRate performs (lowers f) mainly depends on the fraction of ma-
licious individuals (which we call m). Figure 4.5 plots f against m. f increases linearly with m when
recommendations are not ﬁltered (“No Filtering” curve), as one expects: the more malicious individuals
(the higher m), the more users fall victim (the higher f). Both “Oracle Filtering” and MobiRate signiﬁ-
cantly reduce f. The latter is robust to higher percentages of malicious individuals - it shows negligible72 Chapter 4. Storing Recommendations
Figure 4.6: Fraction of Compromised Interactions f in Four Simulation Setups. By categorizing se-
tups along the two dimensions (wayinterests, waymalicious), we identify four of them: (1) (realistic,
realistic); (2) (realistic, random); (3) (random, realistic); and (4) (random, random). For example, (1)
corresponds to a setup in which the way we distribute interests and the way we pick malicious individuals
are both realistic. “(3) » (4)” means that setups (3) and (4) show the same results.
f up to 80% of malicious individuals. That is because, in the presence of malicious individuals, it is
preferable to rely not on exchanging recommendations but on locally stored ratings which are available
when needed.
One would also expect that f may be affected by the way we have distributed interests across
users (wayinterests) and the way we have picked malicious individuals (waymalicious). We have seen
that either of this way can take two extremes (random,realistic). So we have four possible simulation
setups. Figure 4.6 depicts how f varies across those setups - f shows the same trend for all of them
- as one expects, it increases with m. However, the results quantitatively vary across setups. To ﬁnd
out whether the way we pick malicious individuals or the way we distribute interests impacts the most,
we run a 2-factorial experiment [Jai] (whose results have a conﬁdence interval of 95%). We found that
the way we pick malicious individuals has the least impact (24%) on f. That is intuitively conﬁrmed
by Figure 4.6 in which (3) is superimposed on (4) - those setups vary in the way we pick malicious
individuals (waymalicious), and they show the same results - so waymalicious matters less.
f Over Time
We have seen that MobiRate considerably reduces the fraction of compromised interactions. But does
MobiRate take considerable time to show those good results? Figure 4.7 shows how f evolves over
(simulation) time if there are 70% of malicious individuals1. For “No Filtering”, after an initial assess-
ment, f remains constant - if the percentage of malicious individuals remains the same, the number
of compromised interactions roughly remains the same. For both “Oracle Filtering” and MobiRate, f
1For 30% of malicious individuals, f follows the same trends.4.3. Evaluation of MobiRate 73
Figure 4.7: Fraction of Compromised Interactions f Over (Simulation) Time. 70% of malicious individ-
uals in the system.
exponentially decreases. MobiRate shows a steeper decline because, again, it does not rely on exchang-
ing recommendations (limited in the presence of malicious individuals) but relies on locally stored and
tamper-evident ratings.
4.3.2 Overhead
The overhead a mobile phone would suffer from using MobiRate largely depends on two cryptographic
techniques: public key encryption and collision-resistant hashing. These techniques can be implemented
by different algorithms and, among them, we should pick those two that are both secure and fast. To
attain a minimum level of security, America’s National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
recently suggested SHA-1 (for collision-resistant hashing) and RSA (for public key encryption) with
a key of at least 1024 bytes [BBB+]. However, the use of RSA may slow down current models of
mobile phones. So, we consider a second public key encryption algorithm - ECDSA [Don98]. We do
so because, security level being equal, compared to RSA, ECDSA uses smaller keys and, consequently,
signs messages faster [GMF+05].
Storage Overhead. A device that runs MobiRate stores the code for a set of cryptographic algorithms,
a rating table, and the gossips it receives from other devices. In the worst case, all this requires about
106KB. That is because: the cryptographic algorithms in JAVA require 53KB for ECDSA or 60KB for
RSA [TG06], a rating table that contains 100 ratings (which is pessimistically high given that expired
ratings are discarded) takes 15.4KB, and a set of 100 gossips also requires 15.4KB. So the amount of
storage required is negligible, mostly because mobile phones come with GBs of storage nowadays.
Communication Overhead. As for communication overhead experienced by a device, if the device
runs:
1. The commitment protocol (at either end), it transmits 158 bytes. That is because a table row is
transmitted. A row takes 158 bytes as it consists of an entry (10 bytes), an authenticator (which74 Chapter 4. Storing Recommendations
requires 128 bytes in the worst case of RSA signature), and an hash value (20 bytes).
2. The audit protocol as challenger, it transmits 256 bytes (two authenticators each of which takes
128 bytes).
3. The audit protocol as responder, it transmits 20 + n ¢ 10 bytes (where n is the number of ratings
being audited).
In theory, using Bluetooth version 1.2, devices can transfer 434 KBps . In practice, environmental
conditions (e.g., human bodies that interfere with Bluetooth’s frequencies) lower that speed. Still, at
a speed as low as 100 kb/s, a mobile phone can carry out the audit protocol (which requires the most
number of bytes) in 2.5 milliseconds.
Communication Complexity. MobiRate’s protocols use two types of gossips. These gossips have both
O(a) message complexity, where a is the average number of “like-minded familiar strangers”. As we
mentioned at the end of Section 4.2.5, those individuals are a subset of familiar strangers (a limited group
of people who one does not know but meets regularly [HCY08]).
Computational Overhead: CPU. Researchers have extensively implemented and evaluated the cryp-
tographic algorithms that MobiRate uses [TG06]. Based on their results, we compute the execution
time of our protocols on two mobile phones (Table 4.2). The overhead on either phone is acceptable.
As one would expect, ECDSA signs messages faster than RSA. However, Moore’s Law lends a word of
caution on those results: they are meant to demonstrate the feasibility of MobiRate but not to hold in the
future - in a few months’ time mobile phones will become more powerful, and MobiRate is expected to
run seamlessly on them. Furthermore, one may observe that the two cryptographic operations used are
well-established, and one may consequently imagine a (near) future in which those operations will be
partially or fully implemented in hardware for higher performance.
4.4 Discussion
Based on the previous results, we now discuss some open questions.
Privacy Concerns. By exchanging their ratings, users reveal people with whom they have interacted,
and some users may not feel comfortable doing so for privacy concerns [LHC07]. Our design partially
alleviates these concerns because it supports anonymous identiﬁers. Furthermore, users’ ratings are not
made available on public servers, but each MobiRate’s user discloses her ratings whenever she ﬁnds it
convenient to do so.
Additional attacks. Malicious individuals may not limit themselves to simply being malicious or igno-
rant, but may also carry out other attacks:
² Sybil Attackers. MobiRate is a way of collecting and storing ratings. Those ratings may come not4.4. Discussion 75
Protocol
Nokia
6600
RSA
Nokia
6600
ECDSA
Ericsson
P900
RSA
Ericsson
P900
ECDSA
Commitment
(Rater)
4,41 1,10 2,9 0,6
Commitment
(Rated)
4,55 2,35 3,87 1,45
Audit
(Challenger)
0,28+
n¢0;34
0,28 +
n ¢ 0;34
1,94+
n ¢ 0;18
1,70 +
n ¢ 0;18
Table 4.2: Execution time (seconds) of MobiRate’s protocols on two mobile phones. We compare two
public key encryption algorithms: RSA and ECDSA. Using the latter (whose execution time is high-
lighted), both protocols run faster.
only from honest individuals but also from Sybil attackers (Sybils). A Sybil is a user who takes on
multiple identities and pretends to be multiple, distinct users who highly rate each other [Dou02].
To reduce the impact of Sybils, one needs an algorithm that ﬁlters out their ratings. In Chapter 3,
we have shown that one such algorithm is LDTP, which arranges ratings in a social network of
recommenders. The idea is that the more connected a recommender is, the higher the importance
of her ratings becomes. Since Sybils happen to be poorly-connected, our algorithm has been
proven experimentally robust to their ratings.
² Dynamic Attackers. User A may be ignorant or malicious when interacting with B but not so with
C. The result is that B singles out A, while C keeps on interacting with A. That situation does
not create any conﬂict between B and C as there is no need for them to share the same opinion on
any device (including A).
² Lying Recommenders or Gossipers. MobiRate is orthogonal to most existing work that focuses
on designing algorithms for ﬁltering lying recommenders. Interestingly, we have shown that even
assuming ideal ﬁltering algorithms (i.e., oracle ﬁltering), devices can still fall victim to malicious
devices whenever they lack information about them. By contrast, using MobiRate, devices do
not need to collect recommendations but rely on locally stored ratings and on gossips to verify
the integrity of those ratings. Devices cannot make up gossips simply because any gossip that is
cryptographically corrupted is automatically discarded.
² Slackers. Recommenders who are willing to contribute but, without MobiRate, they would see
theirratingsforgedandwouldlikelyfeelfrustrated, andthatmayturnthemintoslackers. Aslacker
is a term for people who escape their fair share of work by not supplying ratings. Intuitively,
MobiRate may encourage contribution since it allows its users to rate without being discouraged76 Chapter 4. Storing Recommendations
by forgers. However, this argument needs further research - it should be treated as a testable
hypothesis rather than an established fact.
Design of Rating Tables. The way we have designed rating tables guarantees that:
² Ratings that have been tampered with are detected. In Section 4.2.6, we have seen that if B
tampers with its entry ek, any device is able to detect the alteration by challenging B to produce
that entry, thereby obtaining enough evidence to conclude that B has tampered with the entry.
² Each device keeps only one table. B may attempt to keep more than one rating table. For example,
B may keep one table for ratings by C and another for ratings by D. However, if B manages two
tables, then its like-minded familiar strangers would be able to detect that - they would receive
contrasting evidence about B managing more than one rating table with a certain probability (as
we will formally prove in Theorem 2 in the Appendix). In our evaluation of the Reality Mining
dataset, we have experimentally shown that this probability is extremely high.
² Ratings can change over time. If A rates B more than once, B appends more than one rating
in its table. To limit storage, B may well want to stop its table from growing over time. It
may do so in two ways. First, by summarizing ratings using standard optimizations such as Bloom
Filters [MU05]. Second, by discarding expired ratings - ratings older than some speciﬁc expiration
time. That would make sense since the value of ratings decays over time. By simply assigning
each gossip with an expiration time, a device can delete the entries whose gossips have expired
but cannot do so for those whose gossips are still valid - witness devices should still be able to
scrutinize them. Given that B interacts with some devices more frequently than others, B chooses
an expiration time (e.g., few months) that will be large enough to accommodate all the devices it
has interacted (and will most likely interact) with.
4.5 Conclusion
MobiRate makes it possible to run collaborative mobile applications by storing and exchanging tamper-
evident ratings. In our evaluation, MobiRate proved to be effective in singling out malicious individuals
who tweak with the ratings they store - it is robust up to 90% of malicious individuals in the system. It
also scales - it entails reasonable storage, communication, and computational overhead.
By introducing MobiRate, we ran down the last of the four components that made up our proposal.
Now it is time to evaluate the robustness of our proposal.Chapter 5
Evaluation of Our Algorithms
To defend mobile content-sharing communities, we have proposed and independently evaluated four
algorithms, which now need to be evaluated as a whole.
5.1 Two Questions to be Answered
We need to carry out an evaluation that answers two questions:
(1) Robustness: How effectively do users of our algorithms protect themselves from attacks?
(Section 5.3)
(2) Overhead: What time, storage, and communication overhead do our algorithms impose on mobile
phones (Section 5.4)?
To answer the ﬁrst question, we scope the ways in which communities of mobile users may be
attacked within this dissertation (Section 5.2), and we then run simulations that test the robustness of our
algorithms (Section 5.3). Finally, to answer the second question, we assess the extent to which J2ME
implementations of our algorithms are usable on mobile phones (Section 5.4).
5.2 Threat Model
We crafted simulations similar to those we ran to evaluate MobiRate (Chapter 4). The basic idea of
those simulations was that any two individuals interacted (exchanged content) if they came into range
and shared interests, and that individuals could also interact with malicious people who tampered with
their ratings (Section 4.3). The simulations we will now carry out are based on the same idea. The only
difference is that now malicious individuals do not restrict themselves to one attack (tampering with
ratings) but carry out one of eight attacks.
To introduce those attacks, we should consider that this dissertation focuses on the problem of how
A sets its trust for B based on two types of evidence: personal experiences and recommendations. These
two types of evidence may be compromised by malicious individuals (attackers) who are motivated to
disrupt the communities they are in. To see how they may do so, in this section, we model attackers and,
upon that, we then list the attacks they can carry out.78 Chapter 5. Evaluation of Our Algorithms
Figure 5.1: Attack Space. Malicious individuals who disrupt content-sharing communities are either
producers of content or recommenders.
5.2.1 Modeling Attackers
To model plausible attackers, we list three of their most relevant traits. This list is not exhaustive, and
researchers will likely add other traits to it, but it gives us a preliminary grasp of the kind of traits that we
think necessary for modeling attackers. The traits are: what is the role of the attacker, when and towards
whom does she misbehave:
² What is the role of the attacker? In content sharing communities, attackers are either producers of
content - they send bad (e.g., low-quality, spam) content - or they are recommenders - they send
untruthful recommendations1.
² When does she misbehave? (Time Domain) If one differentiate attackers in the time domain, then
attackers either misbehave at all times or misbehave only at some times (in the latter case, they do
so hoping to remain undetected while causing damage).
² Towards whom does she misbehave? (User Domain) If one considers the user domain, then at-
tackers misbehave either towards everybody or only towards targeted victims.
5.2.2 Attacks
From this three-dimensional model of attackers, we now determine how attackers operate. More specif-
ically, we determine how they compromise the two types of (trust) evidence: personal experience and
recommendations.
1In general, the same user may hold two roles - she can be consumer or producer of content. That is the case, for example, of
a mobile user who makes available her ﬁles and, at the same time, downloads ﬁles from others. Also, we consider that whether
content is of quality is decided by users. Consequently, quality assessments are subjective.5.2. Threat Model 79
Bad Experiences. Bad experiences come from attackers who make bad content available. That is why,
in our three-dimensional model of attackers, we now ﬁx the ﬁrst dimension (set “what is the role of
the attacker” to “producer”), and vary the two remaining dimensions: when and towards whom does the
producer misbehave. By doing so, we obtain the ﬁrst four attacks of Figure 5.1:
Attack 1: Always, Everybody. The attacker always supplies bad content. In our example of antique
markets, that is the case of sellers or visitors who decide to inject fake e-ads at all times.
Attack 2: Always, Targets. The attacker supplies bad content only to targeted victims. One sees this
attack in antique sellers who team up (collude) to gain reputation and increase visits to their stalls.
Attack 3: At times, Everybody. The attacker supplies bad content only at times. That may be epito-
mized by sellers who inject fake e-ads and do so only once in a while hoping to remain undetected.
Attack 4: At times, Targets. The attacker supplies bad content only to targeted victims and only at
times. For example, sellers may send good ads only to regular customers, while they send fake ads
to the remaining visitors and do so only once in a while.
Untruthful Recommendations. Recommenders may well lie and make available recommendations that
are untruthful. They may do so to frame good parties or to boost the reputation of their friends. To list
the attacks recommenders may carry out, in our three-dimensional model of attackers, we ﬁx the ﬁrst
dimension (set “what is the role of the attacker” to “recommender”), vary the two remaining dimensions
(when and towards whom recommenders misbehave), and obtain four additional attacks (Attacks 5-8 in
Figure 5.1):
Attack 5: Always, Everybody. The attacker always sends untruthful recommendations. For example,
malicious visitors may befriend poorly-evaluated sellers and may promote them by sending very
good recommendations.
Attack 6: Always, Targets. The attacker sends untruthful recommendations only to targeted victims.
For instance, malicious visitors may send fake recommendations only to newcomers hoping to
drive them away from the ad-sharing community.
Attack 7: At times, Everybody. The recommender sends untruthful recommendations only at times.
Malicious visitors who make available fake recommendations may do so only at times hoping to
go undetected.
Attack 8: At times, Targets. The recommender sends untruthful recommendations only to targeted
victims and she does so only at times. To disrupt the ad-sharing community, malicious visitors
may send fake ads only to newcomers and only at times.
To make our discussion tractable, we have limited the number of attacks to eight, and we have done
so in two ways. First, we have considered a simple behavioral model for attackers. This model should80 Chapter 5. Evaluation of Our Algorithms
Figure 5.2: Execution Order of Our Algorithms
be extended by researchers in the security community who would put forward new formal threat models.
Second, we have focused on the attacks that concern devices establishing trust. In so doing, we have
ignored other attacks - for example, we have left out attacks that originate from unsecured identiﬁcation
of devices. One such attacks called sybil attack is very popular, and we will discuss it in Chapter 6. To
recap, here are the attacks we will examine:
² A malicious content producer sends bad content always (Attack 1), or only to targeted victims
(Attack 2), or only at times (Attack 3), or only to targeted victims and only at times (Attack 4).
² A malicious recommender sends untruthful recommendations always (Attack 5), or only to tar-
geted victims (Attack 6), or only at times (Attack 7), or only to targeted victims and only at times
(Attack 8).
Westillneedtoclarifywhatwemeanbyattackerswhomisbehave“onlyattimes”and“onlytowards
targeted victims”. For the purpose of our evaluation, we consider that the attackers who misbehave:
² “only at times” are those who make available bad content/recommendations whenever they deal
with speciﬁc content categories.
² “only towards targeted victims” are those who misbehave only towards strangers and stop being
malicious only when they deal with their friends2.
5.3 1st Question: Are Our Algorithms Robust to Attacks?
5.3.1 Simulation Execution
To test the extent to which our algorithms defend mobile communities against those eight attacks, we
compare our algorithms to existing protection mechanisms. That is, we consider that honest devices run
2Recall that we use the Reality Mining dataset that consists not only of mobility traces but also of a social network.5.3. 1st Question: Are Our Algorithms Robust to Attacks? 81
either:
² No Protection. If a pair of devices come into range and share interests, then they exchange content
without reasoning any further.
² State-of-the-artProtection. Toexchangecontent, apairofdevicesnotonlyhavetocomeintorange
and share interest but they also have to decide whether the counterpart is not malicious. They do
so by using a state-of-the-art proposal recently put forward by Yan Sun et al. [SHL08]. The idea
is to have devices independently keep track of whose content and whose recommendations have
been useful. By accepting content and recommendations only from sources who have been useful,
devices effectively isolate attackers. They decide who has been useful by keeping two separate
pairs of counters for each source - one pair for content (number of times good and bad content has
been sent), and the other for recommendations (number of good and bad recommendations).
² Our Algorithms. Instead of using Yan Sun et al.’s proposal, devices run our algorithms. More
speciﬁcally, Figure 5.2 shows the order with which devices run the algorithms. To predict their
trust for B, a device gets the ratings from B and checks the integrity of those ratings using Mobi-
Rate; it then produces trust assessments by aggregating ratings either with TRULLO (if it has had
personal experiences with B) or, otherwise, with LDTP (upon the ratings it has got from B). If
the device then decides to interact, it rates the interaction and updates its trust for B using B-trust.
We consider that malicious devices carry one of the eight attacks. Then, while running our simulations,
we keep track of the extent to which honest individuals manage to avoid exchanging content with ma-
licious ones. We do so by keeping track of the number of good interactions - interactions between two
honest individuals - and by then computing the precision for each protection mechanism:
Precision =
jGood interactionsj
jInteractionsj
A protection mechanism that carries only good interactions shows a perfect precision score of 100%.
Whenever conﬁdence intervals are shown in our plots, the conﬁdence level on these intervals is 95%.
5.3.2 Results
Our Proposal. From the simulations, the ﬁrst interesting result we learn is that our proposal shows the
same Precision for the following groups of attacks:
Group 1: Attacks 1 and 2. Under those attacks, it shows a Precision of 99:1%. These
attacks differ from having malicious individuals misbehave either towards everybody
(Attack 1) or towards strangers (Attack 2).
Group 2: Attacks 3 and 4. Under those attacks, our proposal shows a Precision of 84:9%. In these
attacks, malicious individuals misbehave only at times, and they do so either towards everybody
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Figure 5.3: Precision for Three Protection Mechanisms with a Fraction of Malicious Users m = 30%.
The protection mechanisms are: No Protection (black), State-of-the-art Protection (white), and Our
Proposal (green).
Group 3: Attacks 5, 6, 7, and 8. Under those attacks, the Precision is 99:7%. Those are the four
attacks that recommenders can carry out.
Those groupings lead to the following preliminary comments. Groups 1 and 2 point to one inter-
esting result: it does not matter whether attackers target everybody or only few people - our proposal is
able to handle both cases. That is because, by using trust propagation (LDTP), our proposal makes it
possible for two individuals to have different opinions about the trustworthiness of the same person. By
contrast, traditional reputation systems (e.g., EigenTrust [KSGM03]) do not cope with this attack be-
cause, by deﬁnition, they assign a single reputation value to each user, and that value should be accepted
and shared by all users in the system.
Group 3 suggests that no matter how sophisticated a malicious recommender is (e.g., no matter that
a recommender sends fake recommendations only to strangers and only at times), our proposal performs
in the same way. That is because, by using MobiRate, it is able to identify who tamper with the ratings
it is storing. Plus, by running LDTP, it is able to ﬁlter out untruthful ratings.
Comparing Our Proposal. Figure 5.3 compares our proposal to “No Protection” and “State-of-the-Art
Protection”. Again, we group attacks by our proposal’s Precision and take the best Precision for
the two other protection mechanisms. The results show that the three protection mechanisms are all
threatened the most by (perform worst under) Attacks 3 and 4. That means that malicious individuals
who misbehave only at times are the most effective attackers. The more so, the more unpredictable they
are. Figures 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) plot Precision versus the probability p of attackers being unpredictable:
attackers make available bad content in speciﬁc categories with probability (1¡p) or in randomly chosen
categorieswithprobabilityp. Asoneexpects, thehigherp, thelowerthePrecisionforbothourproposal
and state-of-the-art protection. Compared to state-of-the-art protection, our proposal performs slightly5.3. 1st Question: Are Our Algorithms Robust to Attacks? 83
(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Precision for Three Protection Mechanisms with a Fraction of Malicious Content Producers
m = 30%. Producers randomly change their behavior with probability p. Precision shown with: (a)
error bars; and (b) continuous lines.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Precision of Three Protection Mechanisms Versus Fraction of Malicious Content Producers
(m%) - Attacks 1-2. Precision shown with: (a) error bars; and (b) continuous lines.
better. That is because TRULLO ports ratings across categories and, as such, one is able to express,
across categories, different ratings for the same individual. But, as p increases, randomness increases,
and TRULLO falls short.
Growing Fraction of Malicious Individuals. One would expect that how well protection mechanisms
perform mainly depends on the fraction of malicious individuals in the system (which we call m). We
plot the Precision for the three protection mechanisms versus the fraction of malicious content pro-
ducers (Figures 5.5(a) and 5.5(b)) and versus the fraction of malicious recommenders (Figures 5.6(a)
and 5.6(b)). As m increases, the two lines of Precision for “No Protection” and “State-of-the-Art Pro-
tection”’ decay sharply. By contrast, Precision for our proposal is high for considerable fractions of
malicious individuals. That is in line with the results reported in previous chapters. In Chapter 2, we
showed that B-trust and TRULLO are able to select honest content producers by effectively isolating
malicious ones. In Chapters 3 and 4, MobiRate has been proven to be robust against malicious recom-84 Chapter 5. Evaluation of Our Algorithms
(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Precision of Three Protection Mechanisms Versus Fraction of Malicious Recommenders
(m%) - Attacks 5-8. Precision shown with: (a) error bars; and (b) continuous lines.
menders who tweak with ratings, and LDTP has shown a high predictive accuracy against a large dataset
of real ratings.
5.4 2nd Question: What is the time, storage, and communication
overhead?
To estimate the overhead of our proposal, we refer back to the results reported from Chapter 2 to Chap-
ter 4, summarize them in Table 5.1, and now brieﬂy comment on them.
Overhead MobiRate B-trust +
TRULLO
LDTP Our Proposal
Communication 256B (25ms) 0 30KB
(300ms)
325ms
Storage 106KB £nc - 106KB £ nc
Computational 2s 3.2ms 2.8ms » 2s
Table 5.1: Overhead of Our Proposal. nc is the number of categories.
Communication Overhead. Neither B-trust nor TRULLO exchanges messages so they show no com-
munication overhead. By contrast, LDTP needs to exchange rating tables, and MobiRate needs to ex-
change messages as part of its protocols.
² MobiRate. The heaviest of MobiRate’s protocols is the audit protocol. If we consider a conserva-
tive Bluetooth speed of 100 kb/s, the audit protocol is carried out in 2.5 milliseconds.
² LDTP. LDTP needs to store ratings in the form of tuples. Even with 100 tuples (which is pes-
simistically high), the table size is 30KB. Therefore, over a slow Bluetooth connection of 100 kb/s,5.5. Conclusion 85
it would take 300ms to transfer an entire rating table.
Storage Overhead. As we have anticipated towards the end of Chapter 4, for each content category, the
amount of storage required is 106KB, and that is negligible mostly because mobile phones come with
GBs of ﬂash storage nowadays.
Computational Overhead. J2ME implementations of TRULLO, B-trust and LDTP run seamlessly on
mobile phones - they are executed in less than 3ms in the worst case. Only MobiRate has non-negligible
computational demands. The heaviest of its protocols needs to run for 2 seconds on standard Nokia
and Ericsson phones. This execution time is not however prohibitive - the cryptographic operations
MobiRateusesarewell-establishedand, consequently, theyarelikelytobepartiallyorfullyimplemented
in hardware for higher performance in the near future.
5.5 Conclusion
Our proposal defends mobile users from eight plausible attacks and often outperforms existing solutions.
Importantly, it is robust even if a large fraction of the users in the system happens to be attackers, and, in
so doing, it scales - it entails minimal storage and communication overhead.
More generally, from our experiments, three facts have emerged. If content producers or recom-
menders attack their communities, and they do so:
² By tampering with ratings, then it is essential to provide ways of storing ratings in a secure way
and making those ratings readily available. We have done so by putting forward MobiRate, which
effectively detects mobile users who maliciously tamper with their ratings.
² By misbehaving only at times, then it is promising to learn when attackers misbehave. In this
chapter, we considered attackers who misbehave only when they send content/recommendations
in speciﬁc categories, and we saw that TRULLO is able to distinguish an attacker who is honest
in some categories and malicious in others. That is because TRULLO allows devices to assign
different ratings to the same device - the device may be trustworthy for “ﬁnancial news” but not
for “literature reviews”.
² By targeting only few individuals, then it is important to make it possible for two individuals to
have different trust ratings for the same person. As opposed to reputation systems that assign a
single rating to each user, LDTP can assign multiple ratings to each users.86 Chapter 5. Evaluation of Our AlgorithmsChapter 6
Conclusion
It is now time to summarize the work we have done (Section 6.1); why we have done it (Section 6.2);
and what are its limitations and future directions (Section 6.3).
6.1 Contributions
The goal of this thesis has been to design algorithms with which portable devices automatically keep
track of reputable sources and learn from each other’s recommendations. To this end, we have designed
and evaluated:
Chapter 2 (ﬁrst contribution): An algorithm that produces trust assessments from user ratings. After rating
the content they receive, mobile users need algorithms that translate those ratings into trust assess-
ments. That is why we have designed one such algorithm based on Bayes’ theorem and called it
B-trust. As opposed to existing solutions, it updates trust formally and takes in input ratings that
are generic (not necessarily binary).
Chapter 2 (second contribution): An algorithm that builds trust across (content) categories. Say that device
A received ﬁnancial news from B and found them interesting. B now produces economic news.
From its past experience, A may conclude that B’s economic news are also of good quality since
“economics” and “ﬁnance” are (semantically) similar. In general, to decide whether two categories
are similar, existing algorithms typically use an ontology (e.g., a taxonomy of content categories).
However, in so doing, they require that the same ontology is shared by all users (which is hardly
the case in reality) and that those users agree on that ontology for good (i.e., the ontology is not
supposed to change over time). That is why we designed an algorithm (called TRULLO - TRUst
bootstrapping by Latently Lifting cOntext) that does away with these two problems. The idea
is that devices learn statistical properties from ratings and upon those properties they then ﬁnd
out which categories are similar. We have showed that TRULLO effectively determines category
similarity using simulations based on eBay’s data and that its implementation is reasonably fast on
mobile phones.
Chapter 3: A distributed algorithm that builds trust on recommendations. We designed a way with which
devices set their trust from third-party recommendations and called it LDTP, which stands for88 Chapter 6. Conclusion
Lightweight Distributed Trust Propagation. Each device organizes ratings of content producers
that it knows and trusts in a graph (called “Web of Trust”). It then uses a graph-based learning
technique to form opinions about content producers with whom it has never interacted before.
LDTP shows high predictive accuracy on a large real-world dataset, and, in contrast to existing
approaches, it is fully decentralized. Plus, its JAVA implementation runs reasonably fast on mobile
phones.
Chapter 4: A set of protocols with which portable devices collect and store recommendations. To learn from
each other’s recommendations, portable devices need to collect and store recommendations ﬁrst.
But mobile networks suffer from content providers who tweak recommendations to their own ad-
vantage. That is why we have designed a new decentralized mechanism (dubbed MobiRate) with
which portable devices store recommendations in (local) tamper-evident tables and check the in-
tegrity of those tables through a gossiping protocol. Using real mobility and social network data,
we have showed that MobiRate considerably reduces the impact of “tweaked” recommendations.
We have also showed that MobiRate runs on mobile phones with little computational and commu-
nication costs.
6.2 Who Cares
To understand the potential impact of this research, consider that our algorithms and protocols can be
used:
² By mobile users to run applications that, for example, automatically ﬁnd: songs of emerging
musicians - who upload their latest tracks into publicly-available WiFi hot-spots and add the date
of their next gig as a note to the track for some free publicity; prices of outlets - that embed
their latest offerings or discounts or seasonal menus within their clickable logos displayed on
navigational maps; or impromptu street performances - advertised by disseminating electronic
ﬂyers.
² By software developers as ready-made tools when designing Web 2.0 mobile applications (whose
market is forecasted at $22.4bn in 2013 [Jun08]).
6.3 Limitations and Future Work
We have put forward solutions to the problem of how portable devices produce trust assessments. Those
solutions are limited, and there is still signiﬁcant work to be done. We have recently worked around
some limitations of our work concerning what A needs to do before and after making trust assessments
on B: before, A needs to identify B; after, A needs to decide whether to trust B - whether to accept
content from B. We now describe those two contributions and then point to future directions of research.6.3. Limitations and Future Work 89
Identifying Portable Devices
Problem Statement: To identify B, A should associate an identiﬁer with B and should make
that identiﬁer both:
² Anonymous (the identiﬁer does not reveal B’s real identity). The anonymity makes it
difﬁcult to proﬁle mobile users (i.e., to match users’ service requests with their real
identities) and may encourage contributions (e.g., users rate without fearing retaliations
from poorly-rated individuals).
² Unique (only one pseudonym identiﬁes B). We have assumed that users’ identiﬁers are
anonymous tokens. However, by being identiﬁed through tokens, users suffer from sybil
attacks [Dou02]. In this type of attack, a malicious user takes on multiple identities and
pretends to be multiple, distinct users.
Existing Solutions. Over the course of nearly ﬁve years, distributed trust management and identiﬁcation
have begun to diverge: identiﬁcation has relied on central authorities, while trust management has mi-
grated to decentralized solutions. Only recently, trust models started to use decentralized forms of iden-
tiﬁcation. Trust models commonly identify devices with pseudonyms. Pseudonyms facilitate anonymity,
yet hinder cooperation in the absence of a central authority. To see why, consider individuals who coop-
erate. If each individual authenticates herself with an anonymous pseudonym, then she does not have to
disclose her real identity and, thus, she can remain anonymous. However, she may proﬁt from ease of
creating pseudonyms. For example, she may authenticate herself with a pseudonym, misbehave, create a
new pseudonym, authenticate herself with the new pseudonym (pretending to be new user), and misbe-
have again. As a result, she misbehaves without being traceable. Resnick and Friedman [FR01] formally
laid down such a problem, presenting a game theoretical model for analyzing the social cost of allowing
people to freely change identities. They concluded that, if people generate pseudonyms by themselves,
new users should all be regarded as malicious. To avoid mistreating new users, they proposed the use of
free but unreplaceable (once-in-a-lifetime) pseudonyms, which a central authority certiﬁes through blind
signature. A couple of years later, Doucer discussed the attack in the context of P2P networks in which
users use multiple identities and named the attack “Sybil attack” [Dou02]. He concluded with a critical
take on decentralized authentication support: in the absence of a trusted central identiﬁcation authority,
Sybil attacks undermine trust relationships and, thus, cooperation. EigenTrust [KSGM03] (a distributed
trust model) then tried to prevent Sybil attacks by making it costly for a user to obtain multiple identities:
to get a new identity, a user must perform an entry test (e.g., must read a text off a JPEG) and must send
the result to a server. As such, it will be costly for a simple adversary to create thousands of users, but
the presence of a server is still necessary.
More recently, researchers put forward a distributed mechanism to prevent Sybil attacks in peer-
to-peer networks and named it SybilGuard [YKGF06]. To understand how SybilGuard identiﬁes Sybil90 Chapter 6. Conclusion
nodes, imagine that every person exchanges keys with a limited number of well-known trusted friends.
The sum of these social networks shows that an attacker will only have a limited number of friends,
and so will its Sybil nodes. As a consequence, Sybil nodes are identiﬁable. This mechanism has been
validated in peer-to-peer networks and it is not meant to work in mobile networks.
What is missing: A decentralized way for mobile devices to issue identiﬁers that are unique
and anonymous.
OurProposal: TATA.Inapapertitled“TowardsAnonymousTrustedAuthentication(TATA)”[QHC06b],
we have proposed a scheme in which A identiﬁes B with a pseudonym. The scheme guarantees that the
pseudonym is anonymous and unique and, unlike existing work, it does so in a (partially) decentralized
way. We say partially because we still use public key certiﬁcates, but we do so only when identiﬁers are
generated (i.e., only once in each identiﬁer’s lifetime). Brieﬂy, the scheme consists of two protocols:
² The induction protocol, with which B obtains its pseudonym from a group of at least t devices.
More speciﬁcally, B proves its identity to at least t devices; then, those devices check whether B is
actually a newcomer: each device checks with (n¡2t+1) other devices whether they have issued
a pseudonym for B. If not, B is a newcomer and so the devices create and issue a pseudonym,
i.e., they blindly sign a newly generated public key. The blind signature allows the public key to
be signed without it being revealed. As a consequence, the devices are not able to associate the
key with B’s identity.
² The authentication protocol, with which B sends its pseudonym to A, and A veriﬁes whether the
signature of the pseudonym is valid.
To work properly, TATA makes two assumptions:
² To generate identiﬁers, one needs a public key certiﬁcate. Then, to use the identiﬁer, one does not
need any public key certiﬁcate.
² To certify identiﬁers, one needs at least t devices to cooperate. Plus, the number of malicious
individuals who forge identiﬁers is bounded (less than t).
Conclusion. This scheme is a decentralized way for portable devices to issue identiﬁers that are anony-
mous and unique. The problem is that the scheme needs to use public key certiﬁcates, which are difﬁcult
to distribute in mobile networks. That is why we are currently working on a way of certifying identities
that exploit both mobility and social networks.6.3. Limitations and Future Work 91
Deciding to Trust
Problem Statement: After identifying B and assessing its trust for B, A has to decide whether
to rely on B (whether to accept content from B). So, the next problem is how A, on input of its
trust assessments, decides whether to rely on B.
ExistingSolutions. Initially, literatureproposedthat, todecidewhethertorelyonB, Ahastwoavailable
actions (rely / don’t rely) and discriminates between the two based on its trust for B being above a ﬁxed
threshold. Of course, this solution does not work whenever A has more than two actions to choose from.
In some cases, A may wish to decide among three possible actions: the usual two - whether to rely on B
or not - and a third - whether to ask its user for further guidance, for example. That is why researchers
proposed decision models based on risk analysis [CJGmS03, Dim03, JP04]. The idea is that, in deciding
whether to rely on B, A lists all (potential) actions; weighs in the utility of each action and its risks; and
chooses the action with the highest utility. This idea is promising but has been realized in ad-hoc ways
(for example, solutions have not been properly grounded in the economics literature).
What is missing: A way for A to decide among more than two actions that is well-grounded on
economics literature.
Our Proposal: MATE. In a paper titled “MATE: Mobility and Adaptation with Trust and Expected-
utility” [QH08], we have designed a new decision model that lists possible actions and corresponding
risks; assigns utility values to all actions (depending on trust ratings); and chooses the action with the
highest utility. These three steps make it possible for A to discriminate among three or more actions and
are well-founded on economics (more speciﬁcally, on the literature of expected utility). More speciﬁ-
cally, here are the three steps that MATE runs on A:
² List the possible actions and corresponding risks. For example, the actions might include “rely on
B’s ads”, “do not rely”, and “ask user”. And the risks might be “B’s ads are of bad quality”,
“of fair quality”, and “of good quality”.
² Assign utility values to all actions. Utilities depend on how likely some risks are, which in turn
depend on trustworthiness. For example, action “rely on B’s ads” is of high utility if the risk “B’s
ads are of bad quality” is unlikely (if B is trustworthy).
² Choose the action with the highest utility.
As for the assumptions, MATE works only if it knows all possible actions beforehand (it does not
learn new, unspeciﬁed actions on-the-ﬂy) and if it is able to quantify (elicit) the utility its user has in
carrying out each action.
Conclusion. MATE is a model of decision-making for portable devices. By applying the expected92 Chapter 6. Conclusion
utility theory, MATE combines its user’s risk attitudes and trust assessments to determine which content
producers to trust. However, MATE still shows one major limitation - it assumes that users are able to
numerically express their utilities in, for example, receiving good/bad content or being interrupted for
further guidance. Whether human beings are effectively able to express rational utilities is debatable and
needs to be tested by further research.6.3. Limitations and Future Work 93
Future Work
We have seen that our dissertation and ongoing work show important limitations. These limitations call
for new ways of:
² Distinguishing content categories. To handle on ratings across content categories, devices should
be able to differentiate categories ﬁrst. In Chapter 2, we suggested that devices could distin-
guish categories by using a directed graph whose nodes are categories and whose edges are key-
words [CCDG05]. The idea is that a set of keywords dictates the transition from one category to
the other. The problem is how to automatically learn those sets of keywords. Given the recent
popularity of tagging systems, a promising way of automatically learning keywords could be tag-
ging systems: one could learn the keywords associated with a category by analyzing how users tag
content in that category [QCZ].
² Predicting ratings. Trust models rely on users who are willing to input ratings on their portable
devices. However, to reduce the burdenon the user, one may design algorithms that predict ratings:
instead of explicitly requiring a user to express a rating, one such algorithm might recognize how
often the user visits an antique stall and infer that it is a favorite. Predictive algorithms would likely
work only in speciﬁc cases and, consequently, it is also important to research their limitations and
recognize when user input would still be required.
² Defending against sybil attackers. Collaborative applications can be severely disrupted by a sybil
attack to the point of being unusable. Our protection mechanism based on blind threshold sig-
nature shows constraints that limit its applicability to real settings. That is why it will be worth
researching new decentralized defences for portable devices. We are currently experimenting with
one such defence based on social networks. The idea is that each device manages two small net-
works in which it stores information about the devices it meets: its network of friends contains
honest devices, and its network of foes contains suspicious devices. By reasoning on these two
networks, the device should then be able to determine whether an unknown individual is carrying
out a sybil attack or not.94 Chapter 6. ConclusionAppendix A
Proofs of MobiRate’s Protocols
A.1 Audits
Theorem 1. If B tampers with its entry ek, A is able to detect that tampering by running a commitment
protocol on ek.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that:
1. B tampers with the rating in its kth entry ek (we indicate the tampered entry as ~ ek = (sk; ~ rk)).
2. A and B run the commitment protocol for the entry ek, and A does not detect the tampering.
After the commitment protocol, A obtains aB
k = SB(sk;hk), ~ ek = (sk; ~ rk), and hk¡1. It then
computes ~ hk = H(hk¡1jjskjjH(~ rk)), arranges (sk; ~ hk), and compares it to (sk;hk) (extracted from
aB
k ). During this comparison, A runs into a mismatch and concludes that B has tampered with ek. That
is a contradiction.2
Theorem 2. If B tampers with its lth entry el (where k < l < m), A is able to detect that tampering by
running a commitment protocol on the segment (ek;:::;em).
Proof. Assume to the contrary that:
1. B tampers with the rating in its lth entry el (we indicate the tampered entry as ~ el = (sl; ~ rl)).
2. A and B run the commitment protocol for the segment (ek;:::;em), and A does not detect the
tampering.
After the commitment protocol, A obtains aB
k = SB(sk;hk), ek = (sk;rk), and hk¡1. It then
computes:
² hk = H(hk¡1jjskjjH(rk))
² hk+1 = H(hkjjsk+1jjH(rk+1))
² ...96 Appendix A. Proofs of MobiRate’s Protocols
² hl¡1 = H(hl¡2jjsl¡1jjH(rl¡1))
² ~ hl = H(hl¡1jjsljjH(~ rl)) - from here, the chain gets compromised
² ...
² ~ hm = H(hm¡1jjsmjjH(~ rm))
A then arranges (sm;~ hm), and compares it to (sm;hm) (extracted from aB
m). During this comparison,
A runs into a mismatch and concludes that B has tampered with at least one of the entries in the segment
(ek;:::;em). That is a contradiction.2
A.2 Completeness
Theorem 3. Eventually, every ignorant device is suspected by each of its like-minded familiar strangers
(deﬁned as per Section ”Gossiping Commitments”).
Proof. Assume to the contrary that:
1. B is ignorant.
2. There is a device C that does not suspect B at time t0 > t, 8t
The ﬁrst assumption (B is ignorant) means that there is a device D that sent a message to B, B
did not acknowledge it, and D sent a Type 1 gossip. Eventually, all reached devices (B’s like-minded
familiar strangers) started suspecting B.
Let t1 be the ﬁrst time C receives D’s gossip. Given the second assumption, C does not suspect B
at time t2 > t1. But that may only happen if B has engaged in a commitment protocol with C and has
correctly acknowledged B’s message. That contradicts the ﬁrst assumption (B is ignorant).2
Theorem4. Everymaliciousdeviceiseventuallyexposedorforeversuspectedbyeachofitslike-minded
familiar strangers (deﬁned as per Section ”Gossiping Commitments”).
Proof. Assume to the contrary that:
1. B is malicious.
2. There is a device C that does not suspect (or exposes) B at time t0 > t, 8t
The ﬁrst assumption (B is malicious) means that there is a device D that has proof of B being
malicious and that distributes evidence as Type 2 gossips. Eventually, all reached devices (B’s like-
minded familiar strangers) start suspecting B.
Let t1 be the ﬁrst time C receives D’s gossip. Given the second assumption, C does not suspect B
at time t2 > t1. But that may only happen if B has engaged in an audit protocol with C and has correctly
acknowledged C’s message. That contradicts the ﬁrst assumption (B is malicious).2A.3. Accuracy 97
A.3 Accuracy
Theorem 5. No honest device is forever suspected by an honest device.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is an honest device B that is forever suspected by A after time
t1. Let t2 > t1 be the ﬁrst time A receives a gossip about B. A runs either the commitment protocol
or the audit protocol. However, being B an honest device, B constructs a valid response. But A still
suspects B after t2. That is a contradiction.2
Theorem 6. No honest device is ever exposed by an honest device.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is an honest device B that is exposed by another honest device
A. Since A is an honest device, the only reason for A exposing B is that A has a proof of B misbehaving.
But B, being honest, has not misbehaved. As such, A cannot have any proof of misbehavior and cannot
expose B. That is a contradiction.298 Appendix A. Proofs of MobiRate’s ProtocolsAppendix B
Optimization of LDTP’s Rating Function
Consider the graph shown in Figure 3.5 of Chapter 3. The loss L(f) over the whole graph is
L(f) =
X
j2R
M ¢ (f(xj) ¡ yj)2 +
+
X
i2U
X
j2RN(i)
v ¢ wij ¢ (f(xi) ¡ f(xi))2 +
+
X
i2U
X
h2UN(i)
z ¢ whi ¢ (f(xh) ¡ f(xi))2 (B.1)
where:
R: set of indices of rated nodes;
U: set of indices of unrated nodes;
RN(i): set of indices of i’s rated neighbors;
UN(i): set of indices of i’s unrated neighbors.
Expression (B.1) can be written as:
L(f) = (f ¡ y)>H(f ¡ y) + f
>Ff (B.2)
Being F and H symmetric, the gradient is:
±L(f)
±f
= 2H(f ¡ y) + 2Ff: (B.3)
To solve the optimization problem minfL(f), we set the gradient to zero,
±L(f)
±f = 0, and obtain:
f =
³
H + F
´¡1
Hy (B.4)100 Appendix B. Optimization of LDTP’s Rating FunctionBibliography
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